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P H I LADELPHIA
WILDCAT

The public transportation system of Philadelphia em-
ploys about 5,200 drivers, mechanics. and maintenance
persormel. The average wage of a worker is $148 a week,
$100 after taxes: a level which gives him the “right” to
apply for food stamps at the Public Assistance Office, all
for 40 hours a week of work. A few years ago, this was
considered well-paid work, not only because the real wage
was higher at that point (before inflation), but also be-
cause with overtime, now non-existent, t.he money-wage
was itself higher (about S90 additional a week). Today,
the SEPTA — South Eastern Pennsylvania Transit Author-
ity - workers can only add to their meager wages the $15
that they can receive from Public Assistance as “indivi-
duals living in a state of poverty"! (1)
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The wildcat strike of the SEPTA workers, which
lasted from the 12th to the 21st of April, demonstrates
the increasing level of activity of the American working
class within the context of American capitalism’: increas-
ing difficulties, the changing forms of this activity (wild-
cals, confrontations with the State institutions) and the
changing subjects of this activity (namely. young workers)
It is interesting to note that while workers were acting on
their own against the unions, the police, the city and
state administrations and the judiciary system, the so-
called Left mobilized itself for the demonstrations against
the Vietnam War. Only some more “workerist" groups
turned their attention toward the strike, and even there,
their activity never got beyond a fairly reactionary level,

Striking transit employees block trolley tracks in defiance of an order to go hack to work.



One of the groups (the Labor Committee) 9"" dam! W
distribute a leaflet calling for a United Front of the Left
with the workers for . . for the defense of the union!“
Naturally none of the workers in the WILDCAT strike
responded to the cal], no doubt due to a lack of class
consciousness. . .

On April 8th the local union leadership of the
national 'lWU - Transport Workers Union - presented
to the rank-and-file a contract for the next two years.
This included a wage raise of S.7S[hour over rt 21-month
period and a raise in retirement pensions. In spite of the
fact that the union advised acceptance of the contract,
and the "public" (i. e. the press) already assumed it
would be accepted, the rank-and-tile voted against the
contract by a 2-to-l majority and voted for a strike.
This produced a great deal of confusion: the union and
the bosses immediately agreed to continue negotiations,
hoping that in the additional time the workers would
calm dcrwn.

The union also published a communique, in which
it warned against “all forms of wildcat activity which is
illegal (sic), foolish, and can only create confusion” (2).
Knowing that the workers were divided over the attitude
they should have toward t.hc union, the management of
the company announced that: “. . . the strike is not only
against the public but also against their own union leader-
ship." (3) In this way they tried to isolate the anti-union
militants from Ll-rose who were still faithful to the union.
But it had no such results.

On April l2'.th the 5000 and some employees of the
public transport system of the city went out on strike.
Strong pickets were formed at the depots and a majority
of the lines in the city were halted. (4) The international
(of the union) disavowed the strikers and called the strike
“irresponsible,” thus denying the strikers access to the
strike fund in order to weaken their capacity to struggle.
On the local level, however, the leadership supported the
strike in spite of themselves as the only means of main-
taining contact with the workers and eventually regaining
control. This type of scheming between the intemational
and the locals is becoming more and more frequent as a
means to cmsh the workers‘ initiative.

The Strike Spreads

On April 13th there was a new development: the
workers of Red Arrow, working under another contract
(see note 4) joined the action and went out on strike,
thereby blocking the entire public transport system for the
city and suburbs. About a million people a day were
affected, business suffered heavy losses, and the overuse
of cars caused massive traffic jams in the center of the
city throughout most of the day.

it should be added here that the transportation sys-
tem in American cities is characterized increasingly by
total anarchy, due to both the saturation of private
cars and the financial crisis in the public transportation

system. ln Philadelphia, for example, the number of
private vehicles has grovm by 30% in the last seven years
while public transportation has suffered a lowering of
its profitability and therefore its efficiency. About 70%
of the public transportation vehicles in Philadelphia are
more than I4 years old, and successive price hikes proved
insufficient to balance costs and maintain even a constant
level of profitability. American capitalism‘: refusal to
nationalize these sectors can be explained only irt terms
of the fear amused for the future of private corporate
capitalism by the steady growth of the state-controlled
sector of the economy. However, as the current low levels
of profitability and of growth continue, the political
weight of the anarchy of the cities (transportation, health.
education) will necessarily force the State to take charge
of these sectors totally or partially.

On the 13th and l4tl1 of April it became evident
that the strike was very solid. A Cbmmirree for the Re-
fitsal of the Contract was fonned among rank-and-tile pick-
eters and took a public position against the union policies.
Contacts were established between the SEPTA pickets and
the 300 workers on strike in the other company.

The workers knew very well their power we
disturb things that much it’s because we're importa.nt”-
and that the company and the city administration couldn’t
allow this situation to continue. Events were in fact pre-
cipitated by the intervention of the State governor, the
city administration and the Federal Courts which obtained
an injunction against the continuation of the strike. The
injunction was used immediately and two local union lead-
ers were jailed. This measure caused much agitation
amongst the workers: the picket lines were reinforced by
masses of workers and the general feeling was against the
administrative machine and against the system of “justice.”

As the strike continued the press threw itself against
these workers who don't respect the “public.” The work-
ers acted aggressively against the newspaper reporters, see-
ing them as the expression of the anti-strike campaign.
Workers interviewed on the picket line refused to give
their names, saying they didn’t trust the reporters. One
newpaper received a threatening phone call: “if other
strikers are jailed we’ll stop life in this city; we’ll ask the
truckers to block it and the dockers to go out on strike."
(S) The imprisonment of the union leaders acted at first
to unify the workers behind their union leaders. But this
effect was short-lived. After a few hours in prison the
two union leaders were freed, according to the very word;
of the judges, in order to convince their men to return to
work. This effort completely backfued. In the eyes of
the workers, these tough leaders had become sell-outs who
went over to the other side to save their own skin. Against
the lntemational, against the State, and, from then on,
against its own local, the wildcat strike continued over
the next six days. Those who had seen the worker reap.
tion against the judiciary system as a defense of the union
were now totally confused. ln reality the arrests [mi been
taken as an attack against the workers’ movement (whigh



many workers still identified with the union): "The labor
movement is 60 years old. If we return to work under
this pressure we’ll bring it back several years," one worker
on the picket line said. (6)

The union then took up the massive task of break-
ing the strike. Local bureaucrats called for a back-to-work
movement on the pretext that the company would only
negotiate after the strike was over. The workers answered:
"No contract, no work!" The mime night scabs entered
the depots and got the busses in nrnnlng order in prepara-
tion for a return to work, but, discovered by the strikers,
they were chased and thrown out of the depots The
press then stepped up its attacks on the workers, charac-
terizing them in an editorial by an insabordination to lus-
tice that could lead to “TOTAL chaos". Under these pres-
sures the workers of the small Red Arrow company, also
under the threat of a Federal Court injunction, retumed
to work. But the workers quickly understood that if they
passively waited for the "solution", they would be obliged
to accept the Union proposals and they therefore acted on
their own to get out of the impasse in which the Union
had enclosed them. The picket lines were reinforced and
organized by several shopstewards who had broken with
the Union. On April 16th picket lines fonned almost en-
tirely by young workers moved toward the depots of the
Red Arrow company and prevented the busses from leav-
ing; right away the workers there went out on strike for
a second time, and again the entire public transportation
system was blocked.

The Injunction Goes Down the Toilet

Throughout this time the union leaders went to de-
pot after depot calling for a return to work. Physically
protected by union functionaries they cried: “I tell you
you've got to return. What's your answer?” - “No.”
answer the picketers. A poster that the workers carried
on the picket lines showed the injunction being thrown
into a toflet. The night of the I6th, on TV, the leader-
ship called on t:he workers to retum, but the latter con-
tinued their refusal. The pickct lines in front of the Red
Arrow were scattered by the police. ln other depots work-
ers fought with the police and one depot was cordoned
off by the police. In order to isolate the strikers, the
Union then began talking about “lots of workers" who
were ready to go back to work. Neverthelem they recog-
nized that the scabs that they supported were not strong
enough to face the pickets: as one union bureaucrat said,
“We told them [the scabs] not to get killed." (7) in the
face of this determination the Federal government announ-
ced the possibility of sending in the National Guard,
On the picket lines, the workers answered: “Let them
send us the Nationl Guard. There will be at least 100
wounded or dead the first day.” Others threatened to
sabotage the machinery. (8)

On April 17th SEPTA, going back on its previous

position, agreed to a wage increase which would be retro-
active to before the strike. Meanwhile the leaders continued
ued to “visit” the depots, calling for a return to work but
....“thcy no longer hear us!" they say. (9) in the three
largest temrinals, at which resistance to the union was the
greatest, they were even physically threatened and had aggs
thrown at them. Appalled, the bureaucrats blamed the
wildcat on “radical dissenters."

ln this strike the most active participants were the
young black and white workers, and racism was, as in many
previous actions, overcome by the necessity of workers
unity in confrontation with the union, the homes. and the
State. This new social composition of the American work-
ing class (youth and blacks) showed itself in this strike in
the new militancy. lt is obviously not a question of a
generation conflict, but simply of the material conditions
of this young part of the working class which is more
strongly affected by the problems of capitalism (inflation,
unemployment) than the older workers with years oi’ sen-
iority. (IO) The unions use and reinforce this differentia-
tion between the youthful part of the working class and
the "old-timers" frequently. In fact one of the demands
to which the unions are giving more importance today is
that of a pension fund (see the “30-and-out" during the
GM strike), with the goal of assuring control over the
workers with a certain seniority and thereby opposing them
to the young workers who don’! give a shit about this kind
of demand. ln SEPTA more than half of the workers are
young: “it is the young who are less afraid of expressing
themselves, less inclined to accept what is offered to them
as the old workers in the past had done." (ll)

On April 19th the wildcat strike was still solid. In
the three main depots the picket lines were manned by
about 200 men each. Once again the pickets blocked the
Red Arrow depots (the workers there had again returned
to work), and once again they succeeded in involving the
rest of the workers. By their persistence in blocking the
few lines of this company the workers showed how well
they understood that their force depended on their unity.
Towards the evening of the 20th the union decided to
break the strike once and for all. Starting at lam on the
morning of April 21st, groups of scabs escorted by union
bureaucrats confronted the picket lines. According to the
pres, the union had set up a communications network be-
tween the depots and, it seems. they had not refused tech-
nical assistance from the police! Nevertheless, even at that
hour of the morning the picketers were there in greater
mnnbers than the scabs, amongst whom there were even
some who still had doubts about what they were doing
and wouldn’t be the first to cross the strikers’ picket lines.
Faced with this situation, the union leadership once again
tried persuasion:

"You can't do anything to me that hasn’t already
been done,” the Union president said, with tears in his
eyes. “You're hurting yourselves. You’ve been out nine
days You've got families. There's no way in the world
we can beat them.“



“No contract, no work!" the men chanted, drown- intervention of the police who were waiting at a distance.
mg om his Wolds The workers cried: “Nothing can be jarnmed down our

Another bureaucrat told them if they didn't go back throats, we've proved that we're unified and this is the on-
to work, "Your employer will send you notice of immediate ly thing that counts now. After seven days, they can’t
ate dismissal." stop us from going out if we’re not satisfied." (13)

‘Die men cheered. When one or two busses tried to leave the depots, young
“He's our president," the bureaucrat cried, “Are you -wmkfl; [g§j5Q¢d om, as,“ physicanw and fighfing bmke

going to follow him or not?” out. Someone suggested to the union leadership that they
"No!" demand the intervention of the police. The leadership an-
“I dOrl'l Wan! I0 SE8 l|1¢ "\¢mb=I$hiP °f the '-""i°" swered: “No, we want to do this properly." (14) “Prop~

go to jail," the president il15iS!=<!- erly“ seems to mean doing the police‘: job themselves.
“I'll go to jail," a worker shouted. “Tell us what

time to be there, we'll be there. The judge can have 4.200 ers crossed the picket lines, which [ell apart little by little.
of us brought in tomorrow." (121 the workers disgusted and demoralized. A few of the

workers still drove around the city in cars to urge the
other workers not to retum to work. But it was too late.
as many workers had already followed the back-to-work
order. Nonetheless, the transit lines were only in full op-
eration by the evening of the following day. A week later
it was found that there were still 1,300 “radical dissenters‘
who voted against the new contract, which was practically
the same as the first one.

The combativily of the workers in this wildcat strike

The Union Breaks the Strike

At 6 am the union leaders and IS older drivers tried
to cross the picket lines at one of the depots. In response
to the aggressiveness of the workers who stood in front of
the busses, the union once again threatened them with the

z

Trant Workers Getting Back to Work Orders from the Top:
TWU head and Vioe-President at 10th and Luzeme Streets Carbarn
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After the first busses finally managed to leave, more work-



can be measured by the fact that it lasted 9 days against
the State (the administration, the judicial system. the po-
lice) and the Union (lntemational and local). beaten down
daily by the radio, the TV, and the Press. By the crucial
nature of the position that they hold in the social organiza-
tion of caoitaiist production--transportation - these work-
ers would necessarily run up against an enormous resistance
on the part of capitalism, all the more aggressive because
they had gone beyond the organization which, within cap-
italism. is supposed to control them: i.e. the union. But
if this explains. to a oertain degree, the vulnerability and
defeat of the strike, it was this same fact (their position in
the social process of production) that allowed the develop-
ment of this strike towards levels of radicality not reached
by “normal” wildcat strikes in other sectors of production.
Thus. above and beyond the bitter redstance with which
the workers opposed the union, the dynamism of the strug-
gle brought it into clear opposition to the judicial system.
thus demystifying its "neutral" role in society. "This
strike is no longer that of the union against the company,
but that of the rank-and-file workers against the Judicial
bully.“ said one worker. (I5) The strike was a struggle
against inflation, which is one of the forms in which the
American working class is becoming conscious of capital-
sirn’s difiiculties. Finally, the antiamion struggle took on
here a character that went way beyond that of a simple
wildcat strike. The gap between the rank-and-file and the
local union bureaucrats was widened and reinforced here
again in physical confrontation. The workers’ demonstrated

their capacity to organize themselves, not only in the sett-
ing up of picket lines - nonnally a characteristic of the
self-isolation of the strike -- but above all in the workers‘
refusal to be confined to their own workplaces in their
attempts to widen the strike to the other local and work-
ers (the Red Arrow Company). However, in spite of the
clearly repressive police role of the union. which went as
far as organizing scabs, the workers remained surprised
and paralysed; this was no doubt one of the immediate
reasons for the failure of their action. ln the post-war
period the wildcat movements that have developed have
often remained on the level of attempts to exert pressure
on the unions and thus have been open to immediate coop-
tation by them.

Today American capitalism's efforts to reduce the
paid part of the work day --either through inflation or
through an increase in productivity of labor - thus increas-
ing the part of unpaid labor (i. e. surplus value), are necess-
ary to maintain profits which are threatened by increasing
difficulties. In this context, the role of the union is be-
coming more and more limited. Obliged to fulfill the work-
ers‘ demands in order to get their confidence and control
them. the union is now faced with the fact that capitalism
itself can’! fulfil these demands because of its problems.
But these same problems oblige the workers to fight (infla-
tion, unemployment). and the workers are thus obliged to
fight more and more beyond the union's limits, which are
the same as more of capitalism. in other words, the mater-
ial basis of union refomtism is disappearing with the in-

Transit Workers Give Answer to Back-to-Work Appeal
Workers at 10th and Luzerne sts. depot thumb down plea
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creasing economic stagnation. The wildcat struggles tend Pl The Phflnddphifl hwvlm Arr! 9. I971
to become not only pressure on the unions, but dest.ruc- 6' T” ‘Pm " '97]
“on of the union»: control and duvelopment of the woman (ll The Red Armw ls another tmlll dlvlflm ofthe SEPTA thll Operate:

a few lines in the subuzbui area: The workm the hcapacity to act and organize for themselves. The struggle " M "'°fl"' “mmIn the days thn followed. this lllll wu affected u the strike umlened.
of the Philadelphia SEPTA workers is only a small part (5)1-p; Awq 15 1971
of this process. (0)1?! April l6, 1971

Jorge M_ E_ (7) The lvenrng Bulletin, April 16 1971
Phfladelphia (8) and (9) T?! April 18 1971

(I0) see Living Condition: in the U5‘ Ill Root Ind Branch No Z.May 197! un TPI April to mt

notes
(ll SEPTA is a public llttlhmity with a public boatd of representatives
from the Philadelphia arc: and other cuunties. It was created in the 60':
to take our and reorganize I private enterprise that nn the: lrlnip0|'ll-
linn system. The take-over was the result of the lose of profitability or
the enterprise. Today the public authority gets some suhddies from the
any and olhcrcounlies. but not enough to olfset the costs of its func-
tit-mine.
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Revolution & Violence:
A Few Reflections

The following article was written by a French com-
rade a year ago. To the extent that it describe: the devel-
opment of various currents in the left, mostly sruderit,
groups iii France, it is still mostly accurate, We are pub-
lishing it, however, not so much for this reason as for its
discussion of certain problems of action and organization
faced by would-be revolutioriaries ewrywhere. i

Since May I968. things have developed quite a bit in
France within the revolutionary (or supposedly revolution-
ary) groups. During a first period, for about thc first year
after the "events", the movement as a whole waited for a
renewal of operations. At the end of July 1968 the word
was, “as always, the revolution will take place in October."
The reopening of the univcrsilics appeared full Of pronlltic.
After that. everyone waited for May I969. When this an-
niversary passed, however, it became clear to eveyone that
history never reproduces itself twice in the same way and
that it is useless to await t.l1e repetition of events and ac-
tion already behind us.

In the university this situation was reflected in the
students’ progressive loss of interest in the struggle. Most-
ly they fell back into reformist illusions. As time pasted,
these illusions wore through a bit and gavc way to a sort
of openly diqnlaycd disgust and apathy, The students fig-
ured out that their passage through the Faculties doesn’t
(if it ever did) open up a route to the upper strata of the
ruling class, and most often they saw it simply as it way
to delayjtheir entry into the world of production. Studies
appear to them as a way to prolong the “frecdoin” of ado-
lescence. Such is the ideological expression of the material
condition of the students. Of course, this situation is not
at all against the interests of the ruling class. If univcrsity
enrollment was seriously decreased through some new sys-
tem of selection, the result would be the entrance of a
large number oi young people onto the labor market, with
3 dangerous increase in unemployment. On the other hand.
keeping the students at school, a sort of unemployed re~
ljef, has two advantages: it permits the clan-irning up of
this flood of labor-power and preserves it as a threat to
other workers; and it concentrates the didents of every
stripe in regular ghettos. When their time is up, the stu-
dents will have leanied something more or less useful Ind.
wilh age, will be calmer and more easily directed.

During this time the politically-minded students found

themselves reduced to near powerlessness within the Facul-
ties. While certainly tolerated by their fellows and not
without their sympathy, they neither carried the mass of
the students with them nor really even touched them. In
such a situation, sectarianization could only accelerate.
Divided because they were weak, splitting more and 111016.
the students were compelled to accentuate the divergencies
among themselves. Unable to be embodied in rail action
on things. these divisions necessarily took the ideological
form of a radicalization of positions of principle. But it is
only lair to say that in this process a certain number of
basic political problems were posed and that this resultcd
in profound divisions within the left movement.

The first serious break occurred at the time of the
I969 presidential campaign. While Rouge‘ didn't hesitate
to present a candidate, Alain Krivine. and the AIS? limited
itself to supporting Duclos (the PC candidate), the other
groups — maoist or anarchist — came out against the elec-
tions, which they recognized quite correctly as one of the
classic weapons with which the bourgeoisie interests and
involves the whole population in its affairs. From this
fundamental division — and it should be emphasized that
on this point the Lcninhit groups that came out against
participation in the elections broke with a very important
part of their master's doctrine — oiliers had t0 f01lOW.

All the little grouplets agreed on one point: that it
was necessary to get out of the Faculties, the ghetto where
they were supposed to be confuied. “The march to the
people" became the general slogan. But how to march?
The march to the people requires some response on the
part oi‘ the pocple. But today the “people" are still kept

‘NF |5 111; paper of the Llgue Cofittllunisic. tine ol the two most im-
mni Tmggkyist groups. The Ligue Communist: succeeded itl the -LC-l

leneussc Cuinmuniste Revoluiionnairei pruhlbittd sire: May W158. It
advocates ii “revolutionary line" iii the tradition oi Lenin and Trotski-fH smwms to an dun“ “ml, ‘he H; wigs qt the P.5.U. 4P;im Sociallsl
U,-,fi,_ 5 Emil ganja]-rkmqcralic party with many irncieiieleii mil also to
(Mend 5 mmgg; flag itluggli: in factories. Its principal leadrrs are
Fmmk and A. Ki-tvine. itiivine was arrested by the French police tor-
his participailofl in May '68, but he was. ncvertlieliess. one or the candi-
dsies in the elections for presidency in '69i
+ The /4.1.5. (Alliance dos reams pom le Swiiilirmrl w¢¢*@d¢¢ 1° ll"
;_EAR_ rpcdemim 5,; Etufllagflg R|:v0ltJllOnria.ir|:I prohibited alter -\l=Y'
'68. This is the ulhcr l"1P°""" TT°I5\<li'i§\ Fififldl Ef°"P- Mm‘? “"5h"
fir" ihsii Rouge iin May ‘oil they did not participate in the liarr'ii;adrsi-
these Troiskylsts advocate an alliance with the traditional P17. l(.uniinu-
nm Party), its main leaders are Lambert and P. BIOLl¢- Th!" Pi?" 15
Jeune Revoluiirinnarrr.



well in hand both by thc Pf (of which much is saidl HM-l
ht» the G;|ul|i5l5lWl1Ufl\ people lend ton much to forgetli
Th‘|5 1'5 not in say that the pcnple oppose neither the PC
and (GT not Gaullisnr. hut that it does this only sporad-
ically and tet1ipr\rarily.just for limited actions in concrete
situations. Fltllll this point of vicw the class 5lIv!.Sl¢ has
renizined on rt very tow level compared with the pre-war
period.

It is, llt\\\‘?\'CI. undeniable that these limited actions
|;|k¢ Q“ 3 more vrerlcrll, 3 more “V/lltltiiil“ \Ill2lI3CI€t lllltl

before. This undeniable State of affiars is not accidental:
it results frtnit the evolution of the capitalist system itself.
its reorganization. its increasing concentration. the neces-
sary destruction of former loci of compromise (parliaments.
etc.). farther Clevelopecl integration. leave to the producers
and the other layers of the population crushed by this ev-
olution only the resource of brutal revolts wl'tiCl\ those in
power can only repress by force. This was already happcn-
ing before May 1908. which from this point of view can
be seen as a point at which accumulated forces found nec-
essary release. The workers no longer hesitate to go out
on Wildcats, in go beyond the pale set by the unions. to
lock the bosses up in their offices; petty shopkeepers tack-
le the cops violently. truckers block the roads. 8111.. juit
as the students didn't hesitate to figlit in May W68.

The students reacted to this situation in two ways.
For those who followed the Iradititntal scltetna. ll

was necessary to pursue the usual sorts of political actions:
cntcr the trade unions to lransfonn them and toughen tltem
up, make alliances with parties of similar positions. etc.
This approach met some peoples needs. This explains the
relative success of this type of it-ftisrn in certain workplaces.
as a certain radicalizatiun of the bread-and-butter struggle
got under way.

For others. the creation of a new union. pure and
tough. was or is necessary. But attempts in this direction
didn't (and can't] get anywliere. If you're going in for
union-built:li|1g_ thinks the average worker. mostly nort-
unionizcd anyway, you may as well keep the old ones.

The odter group Stalled from an analysis of the un-
ion in action. or ratltcr oi its negative role. These com-
rades have practically stopped talking about the "tteaS0n“
of the trade unions. and see them as tied to the capitalist
system and thus as instruments of integration. Let I121 note
that in these analyses the other sideol the dialectical story
is missing. lt is necessary to pick out in what respects tlic
unions reinain useful to the working class in its daily life.
Otherwise the analysis of the real rule of the unions vis-a-
vis capital is incomplete. making it impossible to understand
the attitude of the workers and the facility with which the
unions co-opt every wildcat moverncnt by legally consecra-
ting the gains they win.

The recognition of the unions‘ negative rule in the
revolutionary Struggle and of the uselessness of wishing to
transform or make use of them. has constituted a second

division among, the politicized students. We should stress
that the refusal to participate in union activity signifies
for the Lcninist groups which have adopted it another fun-
damental brcak with the teaching Of their master. An anal-
ogous break with old forms of thought OCCI-tfléd ifl the M51‘
of the anarchists who were forced to recognize that anar~
cho-syndicalisnt no longer has any mcaning_

The rejection of trade union activity completed the
rupture between "legal" (or better. infilitutional) leftisirt
and the other kind. This was a definitive development.
wliulevcr the positions taken on violence itself.

The problem of violence has always held a veritable
fascination for the intellectuals of the developed nations.
The word ttctiart tends to have meartirtg for them Only
when coupled with the adjective v|70lent_ and "violent ac-
ti0t1" means fighting the police, brutality, etc. After May
I968, when streetlights played a not negligable role in
Opening things up, many people came to think of violence
as an end in itself. instead of seeing i.t1 the bnital violence
whicll gO€$ on today the expression of the need of groups
lstudents, shopkeepers. evcn workers) to make their voices
heard in the system. they sec it as pure action against the
system. This Sorelian point of view leads very quickly to
the greatest of political confusions: that of defending in
the name of violence alliances between classes and social
Strata whose rules in the capitalist system are at the very
least disparate.’
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On this question a new division within the movement takes
shape . one which ought to lead to a conception of rem-
lutionary violence more profound than that of violence as

_ | r

1 It ts this lundamenrally unthinking position with tlgard In violence
which explains how the Gauche Proleturicnnc ta Maoist g;r0up_ |1;.:nKl§
fllpptcflfd. inclined toward tcrrnristlc activity) and other Maoist groups
advocate monstrous couplings between worker; mg silopknpem 5131;];
because they express their — quite different - problems within the Q5-
tem througt violence.
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an end in itself. It is this point that I wish to develop in
what follows.

It is a banality to say that bourgeois society exudes
brutal violence from all its pores. Not only does violence
appear, exalted or attacked. at all levels of culture, but
it can be found in everyday life, where it has become so -
habitual that it appears nonnal. The pool of blood is part
of the decor of daily life. Car accidents and industrial ac-
cidents. veritable assassinations, are naturally assimilated
with destiny, meet only with general indifference, and rc-
veal themselves objectively as media for the emergence of
a violence which is always there in latent form. Not to
speak of past wars, the remembrance of which continues
to mark generations. memories — and also perspectives —
which vivify the images of massacre and genocide of the
present wars. But against this conditioning to bourgeois
violence develop. like a by-product. reactions - individual
or collective ~ opposed to the bourgeois world: terrorism.
strikes, wild demonstrations. even insurrections. The mul-
tiplicity and diversity of these reactions prove that we are
dealing here with inevitable phenomena. and the t1'Ltt.l't of
the slogan: we are right to rebel.

But faced with the inevitability of these revolts. the
attitude of many comrades is not to investigate things more
deeply but to echo Chairman Mao's phrase. "Power flows
from the barrel of 3 gun." Out of this they construct a
regular theory oi‘ urban guerrilla warfare in the developed
countries of which the least one can say is that its founda-
tion is not very sure. This theory only illustrates 3 l'0mfln-
tic attitude to violence.

For the largest group of these comrades, the Gauche
Proletarienne. the armed struggle begins tomorrow if not
today. Whence the GP’s commando operations. attempts
to stir up factories by breaking into them and painting slo-
gans. beating up foremen. etc., the proclamations of tri-
tnnph in their newspaper, La Cause du Feuple, lt is quite
remarkable that the GP has produced no real theoretical
position, no definition of the ends sought. One could say
that from this point of view they jotn the revisionists (the
real ones. from pre-l9l4) who said with Bernstein: the
end is nothing, the movement everything.

The GP is undeniably attractive to everyone, anar-
chists and council communists included. All of us who
are intellectuals admire the well stmck blow, the exhibi-
tion of cool in the face of repression. self-sacrifice. etc.
The intellectual trades do not predispose to moral courage
- quite the contrary. So everyone is attracted to “heav-
ies“, and feels ready to accord them a political OK. as if
physical courage was in itself a proof of political tnsth.
On this ground one would have to support the Nazis and
the fascists, or the bolsheviks who were undeniably heav-
ies in the good old days.

On this point there ought to be a new break. For a
certain number Of comrades the analysis of the GP is erro-
neous. lt is not that they question the phrase “power
flows froth the barrel of a gun" but simply that they feel

that the times have not yet reached this point. In taking
this position they are thrown towards those of us who
think that armed stnrggle, while it will someday be irtevit-
able, is not the essence of revolutionary violence.

It is thus necessary to pose the question. what is rev-
olutionary violencc? The way in which we answer this
question strongly determines the style of actions which we
wish to carry out.

Revolutionary violence is in essence the opposition
of the class of producers to the bourgeois class. the class
which, individually or collectively )‘. controls the means
of production. This violence must culminate in the dis-
possession of the bourgeois class and the appropriation of
the means of producrtort by the producers themselves

From this way of looking at revolutionary violence.
control of the pace of work by the workers — as has been
attempted in certain cases in Italy — is a hundred times
more violent than any fight with the riot squad. quite sim-
ply because it transcends bourgeois economic rationality
and looks beyond society as it exists to a new social order
in which work is organized by the workers for their own
well-being. In contrast, guerrilla warfare, riots, ctc. remain
within the bounds of rationality as defined by the system,
since they do not attack in any direct way capital's control
of the production process.

In general, every attempt. however weak. to organize
production by and for ourselves is more violent than any
destroying a machine or taking a boss prisoner. it is ob-
vious that this organization of production by and for our-
selves cannot do without holding bosses captive or even-
tually armed struggle, but the kind of revolutionary struggle
we carry out depends essentially on the aspect — amted
struggle or control of production - we wish to emphasize.

lf we stress armed struggle, if we see social transfor-
mation in terms of a simple “seizure of power", then the
old Leninist arguments are irrefutable. The bourgeoisie
meets the clam of producers in motion with a united front
and a unified command, and we must oppose it with our
own united front. Faced with the bourgeois strategies we
must develop strategies “of the people,” and as making
war, even guerrilla war . is an operation demanding con-
stant decision-making, we must set up a commanding group
which is to decide everything and which is called to account
if at all, only in the course of more or less cultural revo-
ltttions.

This short analysis brings out the ultra-lenittist char-
acter, in its consequences on the plane of orgartization, of
the phrase, “power flows from the barrel of a gun.” More,
one secs clearly its bourgeois and even quasi-fascist and
stalinlst character, which lead; 511315111 to [hf cut; of the
leader, respect for his decisions, obedience pertnde ¢¢- m.
daver, even to his thought.

This position, which maintains one of the fundamen-

]o lndividually, in P811 i-I1 western capitalism. collectively
In the state capitalism of the so-called socialist states.



tal distinctions of the bourgeois order, that between leaders
and led, is particularly adapted to the backward countries I
where national capital has yet to be formed. lt has shown
its efiicacity in the Russia of l9|7, and -in the China I946.
In both cases it made possible the installation of state cap-
italism, which it prefigured in its division between those
who know and think and those who carry out orders. It
must however be noted that in both cases the ruling system
had been shaken by a war with an extemal enemy (Ger-
many in the case of Rumia, Japan in that of China) lead-
ing to a collapse of the state apparatus. The other coun-
tries in which the gun succeeded in beating the power
structure are certain former French colonies and Cuba.
But even in these cases, the guerrilla victories cannot be
attributed simply to the success of amted struggle. ln Cuba
Castro’s action benefited, at least in an early stage, from
the aid or tacit accord of a certain fringe of American cap-
ital. ln the case of the French colonies. the necessary de-
colonization — i.e., change in the mode of exploiting one
or another backward country — could not take the form
which it took (for example) in the English colonies because
of the imbeciliry of the French bourgeoisie, always loath
to lose a little in the short nm to gain more in the long.
In both Indochina and Algeria the French occupation was
tom to bits, faced with insurrection (undeniably more ser-
ious and farther developed in the fonner case), caught be-
tween the desire to leave and the desire to crush the revolt
at its base like in the good old days. in both cases outside
aid (Japanese, American, Nationalist Chinese, then Russian
and Communist Chinese for VN, American and Russian for
Algeria) was not without its influence on the evolution of
these conflicts, which took on the character of rivalriccl be-
tween different capitalist states and economic interests. On

‘|'t'I|qr1z':.'|l-1lr‘|I|' auhnranun tn a single will in lblrllllt-h‘ nzcerury for rh
mixes: nflnhmr |1|'llC(9¢\ lltal an lord rm lam 1-ale |nlrhlltny.. .
The Revolution or-m-not in the inremm ni in,-iiiq|_ ||,,,| qr" mu‘,
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the other hand. the OAS, a guerrilla movement undeniably
“of the people" and like a fish in the water of the Euro
pean population in North Africa, was bound to lose I-asrsoon
as the French ruling class, strong and not in a state of col-
lapse. made its choice and decided to impose it.

The theory of “power from the barrel of a gun”
works. therefore, at best in the underdeveloped countries
because — by its resemblance to the hierarchical system, by
the facts that anned struggle allows the formation of the
cadres or administrators of the future society and that guer-
rilla warfare allows the combination of a "democratization"
at the local level with a centralization at the general level —
it is adapted to the transformation of feudal society into
state capitalism, to the replacement of the old ruling clasr
scs by new ones.

These few lines only skim the surface of this subject.
We must return to it at greater length on some other occa-
sion, for the clarification of ideas and the determination of
differences between the Leninist groups and the others ne-
cessitates a critique of the Russian, Chinese, and Cuban
regimes.

To return to the developed countries — developed,
that is, from the viewpoint of national capital. If we see
in physical violence and in the eventual armed struggle a
by-product of the more profound violence which is the
class struggle for the expropriation of the bourgeois class.
we have quite a different position with respect to the imme-
diate and future situation.

We see, to begin with. that change in the way me
producers think is fundamental and that the role of any
revolutionary "organization" is to do everything possible
to aid this change. Without doubt it is essentially intheir
struggles that the producers acquire new ways of thinking,
and it is vain to hope to “produce” such a change. especi-
ally when the “objective”, material conditions are lacking.
Still the role, negative‘ or positive, of ideology in the devel-
opment of consciousness is not negligable. To spread the
word on the real struggles of the producers, to show in
what way they ‘break with bourgeois tradition, to underline
that in them which prerages rz new organization of society
— this must be the work of a group if it wishes to be really
revolutionary. lt is not a matter of constituting oneself as
art avant-guarde in exclusive possession of the truth and
trying to impose it on the producers, but, simply, of be-
coming an echo of the totality of the thinking and prac-
tice of the group’s members, thinking and practice which
themselves also are part of the class struggle. Spreading
ideas does not mean using only "peaceful" means, or simp-
ly theoretical articles. Sometimes a well-timed action can
play an important role in raising consciousness, even a very
important role. (For example. the theft and distribution
of 30,000 mbway tickets by the GP may help people uh-
derstand the absurdity of the urban transport system. BK-)
What is essential, however, is to keep in mind that our ac-
tions. our positions, are only a little part of the social pro
cess, and for the most part are important only for our-



selves. This is why it is essential not to get locked into
one type of action, into one organizational form. or into
one-upping other groups.

lll

This leads us to the question of "revolutionary ac-
tion". To deal with this seriously we must distinguish cer-
tain characteristics of the producers’ movement for the
Control of social reality, characteristics which depend on
the development of the struggle.

In fact - to adopt a "triadic" mode, reasoning in the
Maoist style — we can distinguish three phases in the rev-
olutionary process, three phases which cover many years —
for the revolution itself, while it is an acceleration and a
qualitative transfon-nation of history, cannot be reduced
to some great day, even the longest of the year. These
three phases correspond to three different levels of devel-
opment.

(a) ln the first phase. the producer understands that
hefshe is exploited. This consciousness is now reached by
everyone. Nearly always the producer sees that he/she is
exploited even if the factors of integration push him/her
to forget it and if — as is mostly the case — he/she finds
this exploitation nomtal and seeks only to enter the group
of ertploltcrs.

(h) ln a second phase, the producer understands that
he/she is exploited in common with other producers, that
is to say, that he/she is put of an exploited class facing an
exploiting class. This second phase of consciousness exists
at the moment in a latent state. Most often it is masked
by trade union and (in France) Stalinist phraseology. It
speeds up and becomes manifest in collective struggles,
strikes, riots, etc., in which the solidarity of the producers
in the face of the common enemy begins to aflert itself.

(c) Finally, in the third phase, the producer under-
stands that with his/her class he/she cart transfoml society
and suppress exploitation. This last phase (which can occ-
ur only irt the developed countries for simple “objective”,
material reasons) is by far the most difficult and in fact,
historically, has never been reached. At most we have
taken part in a few weak steps in this direction. In fact
this task is a formidable one, not only in view of the coun-
ter-revolution it threatens to unleash, but also and above
all because capitalist society has reached such tr degree of
oomplcxitjv that it may appear impossible to master it by
and for ourselves

It is besides symptomatic and normal that while po-
litical groups and political theories exist conesponding to
stages (a) and (b). those corresponding to the last phase
don‘t exist, or barely do. The theories which we have only
serve up again, with a sauce more or less reheated and
spiced up, the social-democratic ideas left over from the
last century, according to which the transformation of so-
ciety will take the form of a “seizure of power“ by “labor'
organizations of the union or party variety. Far from pos-

ing the fomtidable problems raised by the possibility of the
direction of production by “associated, free, and equal pro-
ducers,” by the domination of work by humanity, by the
necessary appropriation of technical skills by the mass of
producers for their own use. by the transmission of know-
ledge, most of the "thinkers" limit themselves to contem-
plating or patching up the old fashions. For the most part
they find that the socialist society will be realized as soon
as competent people are in charge, especially if we are care-
ful to make a little cultural revolution from time to time,
which will put the really competent people in their right-
ful place. A fringe group revives the old myth of the “no-
ble savage", the isolated producer reconciled with hisfher
work and producing for hislher own needs. Others think
in terms of the total abolition of labor, which becomes
unnecessary thanks to the development (by whom?) of an
imaginary automation, an idea which in reality is equiva-
lent to extolling a retum to the stone age. Others, fmally,
are partisans of the “workers councils", the content of
which is never made clear, and which is their Deus ex
machina, like the party or "democracy" for others

__
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Without a doubt. as the first historical experiences
5h0W. lhe “C0un¢il" form seems to he the one which
will insure production and distribution in the new society,
which will pemiit the development of the solidarity of all
the producers and the realization of the satislication of
the egoism of each in the satisfaction of the egoism of
all. But one cannot escape the problem of how they are
to be federated and coordinated. The only attempt at a
theoretical solution of this problem is the book of the
Dutch comrades: Grundprinzipien Kmnmunisrischer
Production und Verreilumr. but this leaves the theory
at an embryonic level, as does Pannel-toek’s Worker:
Councils".

Since a solution of this problem— or even a sketch
of one— doesn‘t exist, one cannot be surprised if the most
conscious militants, who are unwilling to remain at stages
(a') and (b), are caught up in a sort of shit, not knowing
what to do. The activity of any revolutionary group de-
mands theoretical reflection. The absence of this reflec-
tion matches the weakness of the basic class struggle.

This theoretical work ought to take many forms, be-
cause the task to be accomplished is immense and has as
many forms as life. lt is for this reason that it is essential
that there be thousands and thousands of autonomous
groups all over the place, dealing seriously with the prob-
lems of theoretical and practical work. What we need is
as much theory and as many actions as possib1e— far from
the one correct political line dear to all Leninists (real or
disguised). which is the spitting image of bourgeois scleros-
is and death. This does not imply scattering the stnlggle-—
much to the contrary— but an attempt to deal with social
realities, and the recognition that the transformation oi‘ so-
ciety will be the work not of some one political group but
of the mass of producers themselves. because the basic strug-
gle goes on at the workplace.

There is no need for groups to have a form determined
in advance. to copy a specific model. to exist for eternity.
Dissolutions, recombinations, reamalagations, fusions, clus-
ters. etc. ought to go on. All of this is the condition of
progress. as is the confrontatiort of ideas and experience,
as is the action of each group or of each individual, as is
also the collective actions and reflections of different groups
or individuals. This is what went on during the revolution-
ary periods in Russia, Germany, and Spain (and even in
China during certain phases of the cultural revolution), when
real social ferment could be seen in the flowering of auton-
omous groups.

The problem of “political organization" cannot be
posed a prionl lt must take many forms; there is no need
to set up guidelines. What is important is not to set up
fetishes, to remain modest and to see oneself as a part, no
more’ and no less essential than others in the development
of revolutionary society, to be aware that if one transcends
bourgeois society on certain points one remains still deter-

") Parts I and 2 were published asRoor and Branch
Panzphler I (Si).
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mined by it on many others. to Seek as far as possible for
actions which above all try to develop class consciousness
and one’s own consciousness at the same time, to support the
the autonomous action of the masses. By the development
of our consciousness we can participate irt the development
of the struggle at our workplaces with our fellow produc-
ers. No place in society is privileged— neither the univers-
ity nor the factory. The struggle against bourgeois society
must go on at all levels.

“We are not lost and we will win if we have not unleamed
how to leam.“

Reprinted from ICO (lnfornutions Correspondance Ouvrieresl
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The American Economy:
Crisis and Policy

Since capitalist economic policy must make no rnen-
tion of the exploitation relations underlying the capitalist
mode of production, economists and politicians must seek
"solutions" to economic problems in terms of market phe-
nomena. It all seems quite simple. The periodic shortage
of profit which results from the laws of capitalist develop-
ment appears on the market as a lack of demand, which
hinders the expansion of production and so of new invest-
ments. When this state of affairs takes on a protracted
character, the state jumps in to increase demand through
public spending.

This indeed revives production, but has no effect on
the profit situation itself. Goods produced in the “pub-
lic” sector are paid for by the government with funds
taxed or borrowed from the private sector; so that what
appear as new profits for the businesses with government
contracts are subtracted from the profits already realized
on the private market by other businesses. * Nevertheless,
the economists measure capitalist "progress" by the increase
of production as a whole, lumping together profitable and
unprofitable production. Although only the profitable
part of production makes possible the accumulation of ad-
ditional capital. growing total production simulates the
conditions of a general upswing. The conditions experien-
ced since the second world war can thus be celebrated as
a boom, and taken as proof that capitalism has succeeded
in abolishing the crisis cycle through state interventions in
the economy.

This optimism was to an extent home out by the
facts, thanks to a rapid rise in the productivity of labor
resulting from the extended application of science to tech-
nique during and after the war. However, unprofitable
production has grown more quickly than profitable. The
diversion of profits to the fonner has led to a further de-
cline in accumulation, and the “solution” to this problem
is now in tum sought in a restriction of public expendia
tures. The increased production based on govemmental
deficit financing which is, on the one hand, held to be a
solution to crisis, is on the other , also held responsible
for a continuing crisis situation, perceived in the form of
growing inflation. _
—

* This is obviously the briefest form possible of a fairly
controversial argument. For a detailed exposition of the
latter, see Paul Mattick‘s Marx and Keynes , Boston
(Porter Sargent): 1969. — The Editors

The bourgeois economists carmol understand their
own economy. Just as they see insufficient demand as
the cause of stagnation, they see inflation as the result of
an increased demand, effected by the state-induced pro-
duction, meeting a supply which ostensibly has not grown.
Prices rise, it is said, because too rnuch money seeks too
few goods. It follows that a decline in demand through
the restriction of public spending will end the inflation, if
at the cost of growing unemployment. If public spend-
ing cannot be reduced, demand for new private capital
must be dirninished through higher interest rates, which
also brings unemployment. Nothing can be done about
this. For under today’s conditions there is only the choice
between inflation and unemployment. To be sure a mar-
ket equilibrium could be produced through a general re-
duction of wages and a further increase in labor produc-
tivity. But this solution is blocked by the wages policy
of the trade unions and the prices policy of the monopo-
lies; such a solution would require bringing prices and
wages under govemment control.

The facts, however, contradict such explanations
That prices are not determined by impossibly high labor
costs is shown by the fact that despite increasing produc-
tivity workers' real wages have not risen since 1967. That
the problem is not one of an excessive demand is implicit
in the fact that almost a fourth of American productive
capacity lies unused. (If more goods aren’t produced it's
because they couldn't be profitably sold.) Supply has
acceded Demand and nevertheless prices have risen year-
ly by around 7.2%. The deflationist policy of the last
"V0 Years has not affected this situation in the least,
though hope springs eternal that it will slow the tempo of
inflation. ln reality supply and demand have nothing to
do with the inflation, just as monopolistic price and wage
policies are not causes of the inflation but its results.

Inflation and deflation have always been forced on
capital as means by which workers‘ wages may be adjusted
to meet profit requirements. The capitalist ideal is stabili-
ty; this, however, comes into conflict with the necessities
of accumulation, so that capitalism develops through a cri-
sis cycle. Up to the second world war capitalist crises were
principally characterized by deflation: production would
be curtailed, workers fired, wages cut, capital values des-
troyed, and prices lowered. Through this process of de-
cline and ruin a new balance would be struck between the
profit requirements of the surviving (and now more highly
concentrated) capital and the actual production. The in-



creasing intensity of these crises led to attempts to neu-
tralize them by means of inflation. With inflation, prices
cart be made to rise faster than wages. This reduces labor’s
share of the social product and so augments profits and
furthers capital accumulation.

With the growth of the public sector inflation ac-
quires another role: as the means by which the nonprofit-
able character of government-induced production finds
partial compensation in higher prices for goods produced
in the private sector. The unproductive expenditures of
the state are Furanced in part through loans and in part
through taxes. The government money- and credit-exparr
sion in itself implies rising commodity prices and the de-
preciation of money. As the capitalists see it, lack of
profit derives on the one hand from existing wage levels
and on the other from the imposition of taxes on capital.
The burden of unprofitable on profitable production, then,
appears to the individual capitalist as a decrease in his
eamings, which he seeks to offset by raising his prices.
What is really happening is that total production is growing
faster than total profit; this shows up in the fall of the
average rate of profit. Under these conditions. a monopo-
listic price policy secures the needed profit at the expense
of competetive capitals. (Its ability to do this must how-
ever disappear in the course of time as total profits con-
tinue to shrink.) The workers, finally, only try to adjust
their wages to the higher prices.

If private capital does not succeed in outstripping
the expansion of the unprofitable state sector through a
relatively faster private capital accumulation, then what
lies behind the continuing inflationary trend is the slow
decline of the profit-oriented market economy. In the
absence of an accelerated capital accumulation, a renewed
deflation seems required as the basis for a new prosperity.
The novelty of the present situation lies in the fact that
deflation and inflation are being applied at the same time.
Higher prices accompany dirninishing production, the ap-
pearance of prosperity that of crisis. This double attack
on the existing wage and working conditions expresses
American capital's need for accelerated accumulation with-
in its own borders and in the framework of the world econ-
omy. The sharpened intemational competition, including
the imperialist policy, requires as basis the greater exploi-
tation of workers in this country.

Since the capitalist state is not to compete in the
market with the private capitalists it serves, its contribu-
tion to production must take the form of public spending
which is useful to capital. This means first of all paying
the expenses of imperialist power politics, which works in
the best interests of private capital. The costs involved can
be considered a kind of “social investment", which may
open up new profit possibilities -or keep existing ones safe.
It must be remembered that America has through two
world wars become the strongest imperialist power. Amer-
ican capital has to a great extent replaced European capi-
tal i.n Canada and South America, made large investments

in nearly all European countries, and brouflrt colonies for-
merly under European control under its own. The oil of
the Middle East is now for the most part in American
hands, and in SE Asia American capital ls trying to win
supremacy over this area of great promise. Without imper-
ialist competition America would not have become what
it is today. Capital's need to expand makes imperialism
as necessary as it is desirous, and the power already
won determines the degree of imperialist aggressiveness.

PROBLEMS OF IMPERIALISM

To be sure, the imperialist policy contains its own
contradictions, which in the end can be traced back to
those of capitalist production. While imperialism is a
necessity, it is also a danger which can lead to deeper
economic disorder. Public spending can somehow be
controlled within a national framework; this is no longer
poaible in the case of war, since the enemy has a share
in the decision-making. in the great wars of the past
everything, so to speak, was at stake; they ended after
a couple of years with the destruction of one side and
the victory of the other, permitting rearrangements of
international economic and political power. In the era
of the atomic bomb, however, the imperialist powers
themselves draw back in fright from such a war, with
the result that their actual war activities threaten to
take on a permanent character, and therefore yield no
visible fruits. The American war in Indochina has led
to the disappointment of imperialist expectations.
Instead of creating possibilities for further expansion
it has only deepened the difficulties of profit production
and has enlarged public expenditures.

Since the individual corporations do not partici-
pate equally in the state-controlled production, one
part of capital wbsidizes another part. The capitals which
do not profit from the war tum, if not on ideological
then on economic grounds, against the apparently un-
successful war policy. Since the war involves continuing
lflflflfifln. a part of the middle clam has also lost interest
in it. The workers have up to now been the least opposed
to it, perhaps since many fear that their jobs depend on
war and armaments. Obviously opposition to or accept-
ance of the war are not determined only by economic
motives, but such considerations are bound to give one
attitude or the other particularly expressive force. At
any rate a growing war-weariness is developing which
under certain circumstances can be dangerous for the
imperialist policy.

It would however be incorrect to trace ArneriC&'5
economic difficulties exclusively back to the War in IMO-
china. They are due, as pointed out above, to a tendefl¢Y
to crisis inherent in the capitalist mode of produol-I011
and relatively independent of this war. The success
gchjgygd t]-“gush the Second World wit‘ is llffiidy 8



thing of the past. The capital increased through this
success now requires a correspondingly greater mm Of
profit in order to continue to expand at the same tempo.
Thus yesterday’s success itself becomes tomorrow‘s
obstacle. When the mass of profit adequate to the
expansion of the existing capital can no longer be
obtained expansion transforms itself into stagnation. That
the gains made through the World War and its aftermath
are not sufficient to solve the accumulation problem
of American capital is visible in the very fact that it 111$
been necessary throughout the whole post-war period
to ward off unemployment through growing public
expenditures.

Since the capitalist economy is not centrally co-
ordinated, ir is naturally unable to frame policies to
control its development: to decide at one time on a
rising and at another on a declining state of business
Rather, production expands when profits grow. and
contracts when profits shrink. When we speak of eco-
nomic policy we refer only to measures taken by the
state to influence the economy in one direction or
another. within the l.imits imposed by the cyclical
nature of capitalist development. The state can use
the tax system, state credit. and control of the money
supply to affect business conditions. Through thescarcity
of money and the rise in the interest rate that goes with
it production and investments are slowed down. The
same end is accomplished through the raising of direct
or indirect taxes on capital. With the limitation of pro-
duction in general, the profitability of weaker capital
is especially lowered. and the resulting restrictions in
business activity and bankruptcies produce unemployment
which is no longer absorbed by additional public expen-
diture. The final aim of the whole process is also the
primary goal of all capitalist production. namely the
increase of profits, in order to achieve a new prosperity
on the basis of a changed capital structure.

THE EC°N°llY=

The defiationary course introduced by the Nixon
administration was in this regard successful. According
to Arthur F. Burns, head of the Federal Reserve System.

Reductions in employment have occured
among all classes of workers - blue collar,
white collar, and professional workers alike.
Indeed, employment of no-called non-
production workers in manufacturing has
shown a decline since March that is un-
paralleled in the post-war period.

Because of these vigorous efforts to
cut costs, the growth of productivity has
resumed, after two years of stagnation. in
the second quarter of this year, output per
manhour in the private nonfann economy
rose at a 4 per cent annual rate, and the
rate advanced to 5 per cent in the third
quarter. These productivity gains have
sewed as a sharp brake on the rise in unit
labor costs. despite rapid increases in wage
rates. [New York Times. Dec. 8, I970]

Although it has escaped this expert that real wages already
ceased to rise since 1967. it cannot be doubted that unem-
ployment. which according to offical data affected 6% of
all wage workers at the end of I970. made possible greater
exploitation and lowered production costs. But this cost-
cutting has had little effect on the continuing rise in prices

Nixon‘: policy was thus a “disappointment” while it
indeed slowed the pace of the eoonorny. it did not end
inflation. inflation without unemployment, it rs now said,
has only given way to inflation with unemployment. But
capital must make profits in all situations, and that of
inflation with unemployment suits it well. Soloman
Fabricant, another expert, drew tnese conclusions:

In fact, to have maintained an inflation-
ary policy in 1969 would, l believe. have post-
poned the recesion only at the cost of a far
worse recession later, when the rate of inflation

The Reality Principle is no longer at work.
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had accelerated to an altogether intolerable
level. [New York Times, Nov. 8. 1970]
The interruption of the inflationary trend appears

to be not only a national but also an international neces-
sit). since the American situation is closely bound to that
of the world economy. The dollar is a reserve currency.
On its stability hangs that of the intemational currency
system. and so that of the world market. International
agreements set the relations of other currencies to the dol-
lar. which itself is - at least theoretically— based on a
fxed gold price. During the last ten ycars. the buying
power of the dollar has fallen by more than one fourth.
With this the dollar reserves of other countries have also
depreciated, and the preference for exchanging dollars for
gold has risen. The constantly increasing loss of its gold
backing makes the dollar continually more problematic
as world money and reserve currency, and with it the
world‘s money system.

Thus, while the depreciation of the dollar makes
for higher profitability in so far as prices rise faster
than wages, it tends to undermine the existing inter-
national moncy system, which rests on the parity of
the dollar with other currencies. A greater efficiency in
intemational competition has up to now granted American
capital a positive balance of trade, which however has been
accompanied by a negative balance of payments because
of great capital exports and the war in Indochina. The
dollars spent by the govermncnt found their way abroad,
since profits promised to be greater there than in America,
and an increasing part of the world economy was brought
under the control of American exploitation. The accelera-
tion of intemational economic activity was thus in part
tied to America's inflationary policy and for a long time
met with no serious opposition. But with the increasing
competitive capability of European and Japanese capital,
these countries turned against the American capital export
advanced by inflationary means. It is not to be expected
that these oounlrics will forever submit their own capital-
isl interests to the inflationary necessities of America, just
in order to preserve the dollar standard.

At all events, the accelerating inflation, national and
international, appears to slip from the control of the Amer-
ican regime and to hanrr capital more than profit it. ln
addition to de- and re-evaluations of other currencies.
it has forced an international inflation. This has undermined
the intemational areements reached anyway only with dif-
ficulty, and points to a general financial crises.‘ ln addition
the rapidly climbing dollar prices decrease the internation-
al competitive ability of American capital and its commod-
ity exports have fallen in relationship to imports. Between
1962 and 1968 American cirports grew from $21.4 billion
to $34.2 billion. In the same period however, imports
climbed from 16.4 to 32.4 billion dollars , so that the poo
itive balance of trade was rapidly disappearing. That it still
exists to a small degree is due not to the commodity ex-
change between Europe and America but to that between
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America and the underdeveloped countries. With the disap
pearance of the trade surplus, the pressure is on the pay-
ments balancc through greater capital exporls and the costs
of imperialism continued to grow, and thus contributed to
the decision to halt the inflationary trend.

This decision came the more easily as the war situa-
tions in Indochina and in the Middle East had seemingly
lost much of their menace, allowing America to stabilize
the costs involved. The temporary limitation of capital
exports poses no great problems for the capital already in-
vested, since the latter can now make use of a newly devel-
oped European capital market to find funds for further
growth. An artifical reserve forced on the International
Monetary Fund, the so-called Paper Gold, serves as backup
to the American gold reserves, and resumed European cap-
ital exports to America aid the payments balance. ln the
breathing space produced by this conjunction of factors
it appeared quite possible to brake the inflation. The so-
cial consequences - such as unemployment — will be put
up with as a necessary price to pay in order to push for-
ward from the inflationary to a more stable form of capital
production.

PRODUCTION GOES DOWN

This appears to be an illusion. Indeed, total produc-
tion fell in I970 for the first time since 1958 — but with-
out change in the price level. By the end of the year there
were 5 million unemployed and nearly l5 million on wel-
fare. Every week around 300 firms and more than 3.000
independent businessmen declare bankruptcy. The increas-
ing productivity of labor has certainly improved profitabil-
ity, but not by enough to mike new investments attractive.
Orders in the machine tool industry are lower today than
they have been for twelve years. The "calculated" reduc-
tion of economic activity has tumed into a general decline,
the social consequences of which cannot be foreseen. The
Nixon administration's first response was an attempt to
push the economy up again by means of a greater reduc-
tion of taxes on capital, and a lowering of the interest rate;
but it was quickly compelled to return to the inflationary
tactics of the past. For 1971 a deficit of between l5 and
20 billion dollars and a corresponding expansion of the
money supply is foreseen in order to retum to full employ-
ment.

To be sure, “full employment“ is defined as allowing
up to 4% unemployment. But in order to do justice even
to this definition. according to economic experts, yearly
production must climb by 6% in real values. But in view
of the decline in production at the year's end, even this
6% growth rate — itself unrealistic — would not suffice to
produce full employment. and this the less so as. in so far
as planned new investrnen-ts are knoum, all industries are
striving to lower their investments for 197] by between
5% and 9%. The unemployed will not find jobs in the pri-

' This was written before the dollar cris of May, l97l —
The Editors.



vate sector of the economy, so that the full employment
program can be realised only through a new wave of infla-
tion (i.e., government-induced production).

lrif131i011_ war, and unemployment lead to a general
dissatisfaction which makes itself felt not only politically
btlt also in the demoralization of the amov The retum Of
part of the troops from lndochina is traceable not only
to the desire to stabilize military expenditures but also to
the grovving unreliability of the soldiers stationed in Viet-
n3]'|'i_ O1‘ course it is made possible only by the apparent
inability of North Vietnam and the NLF to carry on the
war on an expanding scale. The return of the troops, and
the implied promise of a full withdrawal from Vietnam.
awakened new illusions and brought the American antiwar
movement, at the end of I970, to a nearly full halt. ln
addition, the student movement, which focused its opp
sition nearly exclusively on American imperialism. without
much concern with the capitalist system itself. became a
victim of its own programmatic limitations and its present
inability to have any real influence over the pacc of events.
Through the interventions into Cambodia and Laos it re-
ceived a new impetus, which however lagged behind the
activity developed earlier.

The cconornic and political difficulties of American
capital should not be overestimated. ln general. the dis
contented arc opposed not to the capitalist system but
only to the policy oi‘ the present administration. Likewise.
the Nistun administration is concerned not so much about

the breakdown of capitalism as about its own continued
existence. and constructs its policy. insofar as this is objec-
tively possible, with an eye to the coming election. To be
sure, this viewpoint is posiblc only with respect to domes-
tic issues. but here it is quite feasible to increase total pro-
duction and lower unemployment, if at the cost of greater
governmental indebtedness. The resulting impairment of
capitalist accumulation can not yet upset the system itself.
since the sphere of state-induced waste production i.n the
totality of production is still relatively small.

Control over foreign policy docs not, however. rest
in .-’\rncrica‘s hands alone. Without doubt the Nixon re<
gime would welcome an end to the war on America's terms.
particularly as a situation critical for American capital is
beginning to develop in South America, and as the situa-
tion in the Middle East has not lost its explosiveness. The
invasions into Cambodia and Laos show that for America
the war in Indochina can end only with the defeat of the
NLF and North Vietnam. i.e., with the end of the attempt
to unite South and North Vietnam. It depends on the be-
havior of Russia and (‘hinai whether US military dominance
of S.E. Asia will be followed by the consolidation of Amer-
ican power in that area. As things stand, the renewed in-
flationaiy trend coincides with sharpened imperialist ag-
gressiveness. Both phenomena can only drive the internal
social contradictions to extremes. so that American capital-
ism is bound to continue in its long standing condition of
social crisis.

Paul Mattick
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america’s war

The origins of the war in Indochina are to be found in the
results of the second world war. Waged in Europe, Africa,
and East Asia, World War ll tunted America into the Strong-
est capitalist power in both the Atlantic and the Pacific are-
as of the world- The defeat of the intperialist ambitions of
Gemrany and Japan promised t.he opening up of new impe-
rialist opportunities for the United States, which emerged
from the conflict not only unimpaired but enormously streng-
thened. America's opportunities were not lirrtitless, however;
concessions had to be made to the Russian v.ar-time ally,
which fonned the basis for new irnperialisric rivalries and for
the ensuing “cold war." The post-war years were marked by
the two great powers‘ attempts to Consolidate their gains.
This excluded further unilatcral expansion that would destroy
the new power relationships. To that end. America assisted in
the reconstnrction of the West European economies and the
revival of their military capacities, as well as in the rebuilding
of Japan under her tutelage.

The second world war provided an opportunity for the co-
lonial and semi-colonial nations of East Asia to gain their po-
litical independence. The British , French. Dutch, and Japan-
ese colonizers lost their possessions. At first, the national lib-
eration movement was welcomed by the Americans as an aid
in the struggle against Japan. just as at first the Japanese had
supported this moventertt as a means to destroy the European
colonizers. Even after the Japanese defeat, the United States
displayed no serious intentions to help the European nations
to regain their colonies. The Americans were fully convinced
that they would inherit what their European allies had lost,
if not in the political then in an economic sense.

The Chinese revolution altered the whole situation, parti-
cularly because at that time it appeared as an extension of
the power of the new Russian adversary and as the expansion
of a socio-economic system no longer susceptible to foreign
exploitation through the ruling world market relations. The
needs of the American imperialists were clear: short of war.
they would have to contain China in Asia, as they contained
Russia in Europe. This necessitated a system of Asian allian-
ces such as the Atlantic Pact provided for Europe.

Capital is intemational. The fact that its historical develop-
merit paralleled that of the nation state did not prevent the

establishment of the capitalist world market. However, due
ro political interventions in defense of one national bourgeoi-
sie against competitor nations, the concentration of capital
was. and is. more rlifficult to achieve on an international

in indochina
than on a national scale. Even capitalist crises, world-embrao
ing accelerators of the concentration process, needed the add-
itional measures of imperialisric wars to extend the national
concentration process to the intemational scene. The capita-
listic organization of the world economy is thus a contradic-
tory process. What it brings about is not the final accomplish-
ment of capitalist world unity but capital entities competing
more and more destnrctively for the control of always larger
parts of the world economy.

This process is inherent in capital accumulation. which re-
produces the fundamental capitalist contradictions on an al-
ways larger scale. With capital accumulation still the detemri-
ning factor of social development, we re-experience more ex-
tensively and more intensely the experiences of the past with
respect to both competition and the internationalization of
capital. To regard the world as destined for private exploita-
tion is what capitalism is all about. It’, at the beginning, it was
predominantly a question of exporting commodities and im-
porting cheap raw materials, it soon turned into the export
of capital for the direct exploitation of the labor power of
other nations and therewith to colonization in order to mon-
opolize the ncw profit sources.

The end of the colonial system did not remove the two-
fold capitalist need to expand internationally and to concen-
trate thc profits thereby gained into the hands of the domi-
nant national capital entities. Because capitalism is both nati-
onal and international it is by its very nature imperialistic. Im-
perialism serves as the instrumentality for bridging national
limitations in the face of pressing international needs. lt is
therefore silly to assume the possibility of a capitalism which
is not imperialistic.

Of course. there are small capitalist nations which flourish
without directly engaging in imperialistic activities. But such
nations, operating within the frame of the capitalistic world
market, partake. albeit indirectly, in the intperialistic exploits
of the larger capitalist nations, just as - on the domestic
scale - many small sub-contractors profit from business given
to them by the large prime contractors producing for the war
economy. Not all capitalist countries cart expand imperialist-
ically. They find themselves more or less under the control of
those nations which can, even if this control is restricted to
the economic sphere. lt is for this reason that some Europe-
an observers see a form of neo-colonialism in the recent ex-
pansion of American capital in Europe, and others press for
a more integrated Europe able to act as a “third force" in a
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world dominated by imperialist powers.

The contradiction between the national form of capital
and its need for expansion, which recognizes no boundaries,
is ‘intertwined with the contradiction between its competitive
riaturi: and its urge for monopolization. in theory, a compe-
titive economy flourishes best in a free world market. Actu-
ally. however, ‘competition leads to monopoly and monopo-
|'5"'~‘ °°"'IP¢lllI011, and the free world market leads to protect-
ed marltets inonopolized political means. Monopolistic
*°l"Pflttion.iniplies iniperialistic struggles to break existing
muriopolies in favor ol new ones. The economic form of com-
petition takes on political expresions and therefore ideologi.
calfoniis, which come to overshadow the economic pfcssufes
which are their Source,

fliis transformation of ‘ ' ‘ _- -issues has bee _ economic into political ideological
Fications of mlwlmu mot? confounded though me m°d"cm Y 1 _°=lP ii production brought about by way of so-

‘ evo ution. The planned economies of Russia, China, and
me" “neunes "°‘ °"1Y disturbed the monopolistically con-
ltvllfid world market but tended to prevent its further OX}_)a.n—
5")“ ""5" P1'lV="°-Cipililiit auspices. To be sure, there was
riot much capitalization in the underdeveloped parts of the
?”°"“- lm°'""fi°"3| "Pi"! wnccntration resulted in the rap-
'd ‘!e"°1_°Pm¢[11 Or °Xi-"i-1'15 Capital at the expense of potential

'33"-'bl"8flI=d countries. Lucrative markets, and cheap
mamif s and raw materials increased the profit rates in the
accumfitilflng nation; and therewith hastened their capital
1 time w=o:l¢]>:it- Beyond that, however. it was expected that

include its iriisrgiedmm fifth‘? ”‘P“'“i°“ °f °"P"“1 "’°"'dof tge worm‘ extension in the underdeveloped parts

iilital is not interested in the continued 'd - _ existence of in-
u“na"y'“"d°'d“°|°P=d nations per me. It is interested on-
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ly to the extent lhal this state of affairs proves to be the
most profitable. If a further development of bacltward ¢0\1I\~
tries should be more, or equally, profitable than investments
in advanced nations, capitalists will not hesitate to foster
their capitalist developement just they hastened it in their
own countries. Whether or not this could ever become a re-
ality under the conditions of private-capital production is a
question the capitalists cannot raise for their own continued
existence is clearly bound up with the capitalization of the
underdeveloped nations. They thus cannot help seeing in the
fomiation and expansion of state-controlled systems a lirnita-
tion of their own possibilities of expansion and a threat to
their control of the world market. For them "communism"
means the formation of super-monopolies which cannot he
dealt with by way of monopolistic competition and have to
be combatted by political-ideological means and, where op-
portune, by military measures.

In their opposition to “conimunism" the capitalists do
not merely object to a different economic system. They also
condemn it for political and ideological reasons especially
since, convinced that the economic principles of capitalism
are universal principles of economic behavior, their violation
seems a violation of human nature itself. They do not and
camiot afford to understand the dynamics and lirnitatioris of
their own social system- They see the reasons for its difficult-
ies not in the system itself but in causes external to it. From
this point of view, it is the erroneous and depraved creed of
communism which subverts society and robs it of the possi-
bility of working itself out of whatever difficulties arise. lt is
thus not necessary that the capitalists, their apologists, and
all the people who accept the capitalist ideology be aware of
die fact that it is the ordinary business of profit-making
which deterrniner the national and international capitalist po-
licies.



Neither is it necessary for the capitalist-decision-makers to
comprehend all the implications of their activities irt the def
ense of and. therefore, the expansion of their economic and
political powers They ltnow in a general way that whatever
lies outside their control endangers their interests and per-
haps their existence and they react almost "instinctively" to
arty danger to their privileged positions. Because they are the
ruling class. they determine the ruling ideology. which suffices
to explain their own behavior. as it covers their special class
interests and nothing else. They will thus explain all their ac-
tions in strictly ideological lenns. taking their economic con-
tent for granted and as something not debatable. Indeed. they~
may never make a conscious connection between their politi-
cal convictions and their underlying economic considerations,
and may inadvertently violate the latter in satisfying their id-
eological notions.

The capitalists are not Marxists, which is to say that they
must defend. not criticise, existing social relationships De-
fense does not require a proper understanding of the system:
it merely demands actions which support the status qua.
Marxist rationality, which includes criticism of existing con-
ditions, oftcn assumes that all capitalistic activities are di-
rectly detemrined by its capitalistic rationality. that is. by
its immediate need to make profit and to accumulate capital.
They will look for directly-observable economic motives be-
hind the political activities of capitalist states, particularly in
the intemational ficld. When such obvious reasons are not di-
rectly discernible, they are somewhat at a loss to account
for imperialist aggresion. In the case of Indochina, for ex-
ample, the apparcnt absence of important economic incen-
tives for American intervention has been a troublesome fact
for Marxist war critics. This was seemingly mitigated only by
the recent discovery of offshore oil potentials, which are
supposed to explain, at least in part, the continued interest
of big business in a victorious conclusion of the war. lt is
clear. however, that the Indochina war was there. and would
bt there, without this discovery and explanations must be
found 0t.her than some delinite but isolated capitalistic in-
terests.

The apologists of capitalism utilize this situation to dernon-
strate that it is not the capitalist system as such which leads
to imperialism, but some aberration tl-mist upon it by forces

extemal to itself. They speak of a “military-industrial com-
plex," conspiring within the system, to serve its particularis-
tic interests at the expense of society as a whole. In their
views, it is one of the institutions of society. not capitalism
itself, which is responsible for the war through it usurpation
of the decision-making powers of govemment. Whereas the
war - far from being waged for profits, current or expec-
ted - is an enormous expense to the American taxpayers and
therefore senseless. it does directly benefit the particular
group of war profiteers in control of government. Specific
peoplc, not the system, are to blame, for which reason all
that ts necessary to end the aberration is a change of govern-
ment and the emasculation of the “industrial-military com-
plex."
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There is, of course, lrutlt tn both these assertions. flame-
ly. that imperialism is t’\‘t\|1t\I1llt‘;l|l_\ motivated and that it is
spearheaded by groups p;irltt't|l:1r|_\ favored by war. Bill by
failing to relate these t'\|\l;tl\;\l|t\tls to the lttndatttental con-
tradictions of capital prudtteliotl. the) fail to do justice to
the cornplexity of the rnohlem of war and imperialism. Nei-
ther the producuott not the ~.tt-cumulation of capital is a con-
sciously-eontrolled process nn the social level. Each capitalist
entity. be it an erttrcprencttt. corporation. conglomerate. or
multinational enterprise. necessarily limits its activities to the
enlargement of its capital. without regard to or even the pos-
sibility of having regard for. social needs and the course of
social development. They are blind to the national and inter-
national social consequences of their rclcntlcss need to en-
large their capital. The prolit tnolive is their only motive. lt
is what detennines the direction of their expansion. Their e-
nonrrous weight within society detcntiines social policies and
therewith the policies of the government. This implies, how-
ever, that government and society itself operate jl.lSl as blind-
ly with respect to its development as each separate capital
entity with regard to its profit needs. They know what they
are doing. but not where it will lead them: they cannot com-
prehend the curls:-qucnces of their activities.

These consequences may include war and war may be ini-
tiated not because of some delinitc economic expectations,
such as possession of specific raw materials, entry into new
markets, or the export of capital, but because of past ecorto
mic policies whose consequences were not foreseeable. This
ls quite clear, of course. in the case of imperialistic interven-
tions irt defense of capitalist property which stands in dan-
ger of being expropriated, or has been expropriated, in na-
tions which try to gain. or regain, some measure of indepen-
dence in economic as well as in political lenns. This explains
recent interventions such as those in Guatemala. Cuba. the
Dominican Republic. the Congo and so forth. It is not clear
with respect to the intervention in Indochina. where the Uni-
ted State's economic interests were minimal and their possi-
ble loss of no consequence to her economy. Yet this inter-
vention, too, was the unforeseen outcome of past economic
developments, even.thoug;h it cannot be related to any imme-
diate and specific economic needs or opportunity on the part
of American capitalism.

There is only one way to secure the capitalist market eco
nomy and that is through the continuous expansion of capi-
tal. It is this expansion which is the secret of its prosperous
stages of development, just as lack of expansion results in
its periods of depression. Capital development has been an
alternation between prosperity and depression. the so-called
business-cycle. For American capital, however, the last big
depression, that of I929. did not lead to a new period of
prosperity but to an era of relative stagnation and decline.
which was overcome only through the transformation of the
economy into a war economy, that is, the growth of produc-
tion not by way of capital accumulation, but through the
accumulation of the national debt and production for "pub-



lic consumption" such as is required bY_‘*'9' and P"t’£fl::?n
for war. But just like the Great DeP"°5s'_°“ bcfme.’ tam a8_
failed to restore a rate of capital ¢§KP=m5'°" ’"ffi°'Enm a_
sure the full utilization of productive resources an Q to
vailable labor power. The 8°'\'"““"°“‘ “W mg" fore?
continue its support of the economy by way 0f d°fi°1"fi'
naneed public expenditures which, given the nature of the
capitalist system, are necessarilynon-competitive wrthupnvate
capital and therefore largely arms BXp€lldl1Ufe5- The wld
war" in the wake of the real war provided the rationale for
this type of compensatory production.

To be sure, private capital continued its expansion at home
and abroad, but not to the extent which would have allowed
a significant curtailment of non-profitable government—in-
duced production. Indeed, in spite of both types of produc-
tion - that is, for the market and for extra-market “public
consumption" - full employment and full use of productive
resources could not be reached. Despite the great expendit-
ures connected with the war in indochina, at the end of I970
America counted six million unemployed and an 80% utiliza-
tion of her productive resources. War expenditures are, of
course, a deduction from the national income and can neither
be capitalized nor be consumed in the usual sense of the term
A steady growth of expenditures for war is possible only at
the expense of capital accumulation and living standards. It
is, therefore, no solution for the problems caused by an insuf-
ficient rate of capital expansion; instead it makes a solution
harder to achieve. Capitalistically, war makes “sense” only if
it senres as an instrument for bringing about conditions more
favorable for a further expansion and extension of capital.
Yet at the same time, under prevailing conditions, absence of
the war in Indochina would merely increase the number of
unemployed and increase the unused part of the productive
resources.

War or no war, short of an accelerated rate of private ca-
pital expansion, there is only the choice between a deepening
depression and the amelioration of conditions through the
further extension of non-profitable “public” expenditures.
But whereas the war may eventually yield the preconditions
for an American penetration of East Asia, and its present ex-
pense be recompensed by future profits, public expenditures
for other purposes do not have such effects. Experience shows
that war does open up possibilities for further capital expan-
sion. From a consistent capitalistic standpoint a successfully
waged war is more “rational” than a steady drift into econo-
mic decline.

Even if the “mixed economy” has found acceptance as a
probably unavoidable modification of the capitalist system,
the “mix,” that is, governmental interventions in the econo-
my, are supposed to be only such as benefit private capital.
To keep it that way, interferences in market relations must
be limited on the national as well as on the international le-
vel. A general expansion of govemrnent production internally
would spell the certain end of corporate capitalist property
relations, just as the extension of a state-determined social
system of production within the world economy points to-
ward the contraction of the freeenterprise economies. The
necessity of containing the spread of “communism,” that is,
of state-controlled systems, is thus related to the necessity of
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restricting governmental interventions in the economy within
each private-capitalist nation. With more nations adopting the
state-controlled form of capital production and thereby limit-
ing the expansion of private capital, insufficient expansion
of the latter calls forth more intensive govemmem interven-
tions in the private-capitalist nations. To halt the trend to-
ward state-capitalism in the market economies requires the
containment and possibly the “roll-back" of I118 fl1feldY-"13"
blished state-capitalist systems. But while at home the capi-
talists control their govemments and thus determine the kind
and degree of the latter's economic interventions, they can
only halt the dreaded transfonnation abroad either by gam-
ing control of the governments of other nations or by impe-
rlalistic military measures.

There is, then, no special reason for America‘: intervention
in Indochina, apart from her general policy of intervening an-
ywhere in the world in order to prevent political and social
changes that would be detrimental to the so-called ‘free
world,” and particularly to the power which dominates it.
Like an octopus, America extends her tentacles into all the
underdeveloped countries still under the sway of private-capi
talist property relations to assure their continued adherence
to the free enterprise principle or, at least, to the old world
market relations which make them into appendages of West-
em capitalism. She tries to rally all pro-capitalist forces into
various regional alliances, arms and finances the most reacti-
onary regimes, penetrates governments, and offers aid, all to
halt any social movement which might strive for the illusory
goal of political and economic self-determination. Because
self-detemiination is not a real possibility, the United States
recognizes that attempts to attain it could only result in na-
tions’ leaving the orbit of Westem capitalism to fall into that
of the Eastern powers. By fighting self-detemiinafion and na-
tional liberation, America is simply continuing her war against
the Russian and Chinese adversaries. Although no longer a
“cold war,” it is as yet fought only on the periphery of the
real power issues involved.

Separately, none of the small nations which experienced
American intervention endangered the United States’s hegemo-
ny in world affairs to any noticeable extent. If they were
hindered in their attempts to rid themselves of foreign domi-
nation and of their own collaborating ruling classes, this was
because America recognizes that their revolutionary activities
are not accidental phenomena, but so many expressions of
an as yet weak but world-wide trend to challenge the capita-
list monopolies of power and exploitation. They must. there-
fore, be suppressed wherever they arise and conditions that
will prevent their return must be created, quite apart from
all inunediate profit considerations. In this respect, the pm.
sent differs from the past in that while imperialist intewgn.
tions used to serve to create empires within a world system,
such interventions today serve the defense of capitalism it-
self.

At 51“ 8|-‘\11°¢, Am¢I'i£a’s gains in Asia are quite impressive.
She has not only regained the Philippines and destroyed Jap-
an’! "O0-prosperity sphere," but found entry into nations that
only I TQW years ago had been monopolized by European
powers, With the aid of a reconstructed Japan, now allied to
the United States, it seemed relatively easy to keep China out



of Southeast Asia and secure this part of the globe for the
“free world" in general and the United States in particular.
But the “communist” enemy was to be found not only irt
China but to a greater or lcsscr extent in all the countries of
the region, achieving by subversion what could ostensibly no
longer be achieved by more direct procedures. Securing Ame-
rica's newly-won position in Southeast Asia thus required the
destmction of native national forces which saw themselves al-
so as communist movements and wished to emulate the Rus-
sian and Chinese examples rather than adapt themselves to
the ways of Western capitalism.
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like all countries, the emerging states in Southeast Asia were
divided by different class interests. Different social groups
fought for special aims by way of and within the struggle for
national liberation, which was thus at the same time a civil
war. lts results would determine whether the liberated nati-
ons would have societies keeping them within the fold of
Westem capitalism. it became necessary to influence the out-
come of the civil war by Outside intervention. l‘ or the United
Slates it was essential that whatever the results of the libera-
tion movements they must not lead to new “cornrnunist" re-
gimes willing to side with the Chinese adversary. America‘s
politicians rightly surmised that notwithstanding the most ex-
aggeraicd nationalist-n, which would tend to oppose a new
Chinese domination as it had opposed that of the old coloni-
a.l powers, China by sheer weight alone would dominate the
Smaller nations at her boundaries. disguised though this domi-
nation would he by ideological camouflage. The surge of na-

tionalism was to be channeled into anti-communism, which
meant the upholding or creation of governments and institu-
tions friendly to the United States and Western capitalism.

Political decisions are left to the decision-makers; so long
as they are successful they find some kind of general support.
Even if the decisions involve war. they will be accepted not
only because of the generally-shared ideology, but also be-
cause of the practical inability on the part of thc population
to affect the decision-making process in any way. People will
try to make the best of a bad situation - which also has its
advantages. Certainly, the armaments producers willnot ob-
ject to the extra profits made through war. Neither will the
arms production workers object to it, if it provides them with
job security and steady incomes, which might be less certain
under other circumstances. The military will see the war as a
boon to their profession; war is their business and they will
encourage business to make war. Because the mixed economy
has become a war economy, many new professions have ari-
sen which are tied to war conditions or to preparation for
such conditions A growing govemment bureaucracy relies for
its existence on the perpetuation of the war machinery and
of impcrialistic activities. Wide-spread interests vested in war
and imperialism ally themselves with those specific to the
large corporations and their dependency on foreign exploita-
tionr

While for some war and imperialism spell death, then, for
many more they constitute a way of life, not as an excepti-
onal situation but as a permanent condition. Their existence
is based on a form of cannibalism, which costs the lives of
friend and foe alike. Once this state of affairs exists, it tends
to reproduce itself and it becomes increasingly difficult to re-
tum to the “nurrnal” state of capitalist production. War it-
self increases the propensity for war. The American decision-
makers, who decided to enter the indochina conflicts (or for
that matter any other) have thus been able to count on the
consensus of a large part of the population, a consensus which
was by no means purely ideological in nature.

Even so, the United States did not, and has not as yet. de-
clared war against North Vietnam. Allegedly. she still is only
defending the endangered self-determination of South Vietnam
The Korean War indicated that, short of risking a new world
war, already established “communist” regimes could not be
detached from their protector states, Russia and China. In
other respects, however, the situation was still fluid. Apart
from North Vietnam, other Southeast Asian nations were ei-
ther anticommunist, or declared themselves “neutraJist" or
“non-aligned,” meaning that their civil wars, clandestine or
open, were still undecided. in the case of Laos, this led to a
tripartite arrangement. engineered by the great powers, with
“neutralist"~. "communist"-, and “westem“-oriented forces
dividing the country between them. This too was thought of
as a temporary solution which would perhaps be resolved at
some future date. Cambodia maintained a precarious “inde-
pendence” by catering to both sides of the overshadowing
larger power conflict. Only in Thailand, where America had
replaced Britain as the major foreign influence was ‘he com-
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mitment to the West almost complete. Here the Urritcd States
States sent more than 30.000 ltuops and much aid to build
this kingdom into a bastion of the “free world." llt has be-
come the most imponant American airbase for the Vietnam
war.)

Because of the flexibility of the situation. it seemed essen-
tial to the United States to stop any further change i.n South-
east Asia by assisting all “anti-communist" forces in that re-
gion. This has been a consistent policy, from which none of [
the successive American administrations has deviated. Ob-
iecting to the Geneva Agreements of 1954, the American-in-
stalled regime of South Vietnam refused to consider the pro-
posed elections, which were to decide the question of uni-
lication of South and North Vietnam. To assure the contin-
ued existence of South Vietnam, the United States poured
money and soon troops into the country. The resumed civil
war in the South found support from North Vietnam, turn-
ing the American intervention into a war against both the na-
tional liberation forces in the South and the North Vietnam-
ese govemmcnt. This intervention has often been found un-
jtistilicd, because it concerned itself with a civil war instead
of. as claimed, with the national independence of South Viet-
nam. However (as was pointed out above) in the context of
Indochina no distinction can be made between international
war and civil war, because here all wars for national libera-
tion are at the same time civil wars for social change. It was
precisely because of the civil-war character of the national
liberation movements that the United States entered the fray.

Anrerica‘s detemimation to retain influence in Indochina
at all costs did check a possible further extension of social
lranslonnations such as occurred in North Vietnam and in a
part oi" Laos. As it became evident that neither Russia nor
(‘hina would actively intervene in the Vietnamese war, the
"anti-communist“ forces in Southeast Asia were greatly
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strengthened and, aided by the United States, began to des-
troy their own “communist“-oriented movements, the most
gruesome of these undertakings being that in Indonesia. But
while neither Russia nor China was ready to risk war with
the United States to drive the latter out of Southeast Asia,
they tried to prevent the consolidation of American power in
that region by enabling the Vietnamese to carry on the war.
The military aid given to the Vietnamese by Russia and Chi-
na could not lead to the defeat of the Americans, but prom-
ised a prolonged war which would deprive the United States
of enjoying the spoils of an early victory, The immediate and
growing expenses of the war would, instead, loom ever larger
in comparison with its possible positive results, which would
reccde always further to the indetenninatc future. By bleed-
ing the people of indochina America would in increasing mea-
sure bleed herself. and perhaps lose confidence in her ability
to conclude the war on her own terms.

lt seems quite clear that the Americans expected less re-
sistance to their intervention titan they actually came to
face. They aspired to no more than a repetition of the out-
come of the Korean conflict - a mutual retreat to previous-
ly demarcated frontiers, which meant halting the “commun-
ist" penetration at the Seventeenth Parallel in the case of
Vietnam, and at the agreed-upon zones in Laos. As in Kore-
a, in Vietnam too they had no desire to turn the war into a
new world war by bringing Russia, China, or both into the
conflict. A war of the great powers, possessing atomic weap-
ons. could easily lead to mutual destruction. The fear of such
a war has until now set limits to the war in Vietnam. It has
prevented a concentrated, all-out American onslaught on
North Vietnam to bring the war to a victorious conclusion.
since neither Russia nor China, like the United States herself,
can be expected to allow any territory already under their
control or in their sphere of interests to be lost, without en-
couraging further encroachments on their power positions. lt
was for this reason that the Westem powers did not intervene

"lire Alternatives
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on the occasions of the Russian invasions of Hungary and
Czechoslovakia, and that America now hesitates to attempt
the complete destruction of North Vietnam.

Of course, a nation’s determination to hold on to what it
has, or has gained, is not absolute. The overriding fear of a
possible atomic war, for instance, kept the United States
from reconquering Cuba. Nations tend to avoid actions which
have a very high probability of leading to undesired results.
Uncertainty is the rule, however, and it l's the presumed job
of diplomacy to weigh the pros and cons of any particular
policy with regard to long-run national and imperialistic in-
terests. This may incorporate short-run decisions which need
not have a direct logical connection with long-run goals. The
latter are, of course, illusory, since the dynamics of capital-
ism imply an everchanging general situation which escapes po-
litical comprehension. The imperialist strategy remains a
policy with regard to long-mn national and imperialist inter-
ests. Since the dynamics of capitalism imply an ever-chang-
ing general situation which escapes political comprehension,
long-run imperialist strategy put into practice remains a mat-
ter of blindly executed activity, in which all diplomatic ex-
pectations may come to naught. Actually, the political deci-
sion-makers can affect only immediate, short-run goals
(which need not have a direct logical connection with the
long-mn goals). They try to attain a definite and obvious ob-
jective. They may reach it or not; if they lose, it will be
through the action of an adversary. Until stopped, they will
see their course of action as the only "rational" one and
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will try to follow it up to the end. in the case of Indochina,
the simple goal was to secure this part of the world for
Western capitalism without initiating a new world war. The
unexpectedly effective resistance of the adversaries led to a
continuous escalation of the war effort and a growing discre-
pancy between the limited objective and the costs involved
in reaching it.

in one sense, to be sure, the American intervention proved
succesful, in that it not only prevented the unification of
South and North Vietnam but also sustained Westerned in-
fluence in Southeast Asia in general. Confidence in the abl-
lity to maintain this situation is reflected in new extensive
and predominantly private American and Japanese direct in-
vestments in oil, timber, and mineral resources in Taiwan,
Indonesia, Thailand, and even South Vietnam. Still, the war
goes on, because the North Vietnamese and the National Li-
beration Front in the South are not willing to acknowledge
defeat and to accept peace on American tenns. Short of a
mccessful invasion of the North or an internal collapse of
the “communists” there is no reason to expect a change in
this situation, though an apparent loss of offensive power on
the part of the North Vietnamese and NLF forces is allow-
ing a reduction in the number of American troops in Viet-
narn.

There is no reason to doubt that at this juncture the Unit-
ed States would prefer a negotiated peace, which would ho-
nor her main objectives, to the continuation of the war, if
only to stall the growing unrest at home. Opposition to the weI



war has begun to affect the military situation through an in-
creasing demoralization of the armed forces. The anti-war
movement displays a variety of motivations, but has gamed
its present strength and dangerous possibilities because of de-
teriorating economic conditions. It is also the long duration
of the war, and the lack of any recognizable advantages
gained by it, which tum more and more people against it.
There existed from the war's beginning a moral opposition,
based on pacifist and anti-imperialist ideologies, which has
now found more general adherence - large enough to induce
opportunistic politicians to enter the movement to further
their personal aims and to lteep it within ti“: framework of
existing political institutions. But even thot gh war protests
are as yet of a merely verbal nature, with an occasional fire-
bomh thrown in. they contain the potentiality of more de-
cisive actions in the near future. ln any case, the present ad-
ministration finds itself obliged to placate the anti-war
movement, even though it has no more to offer than the de-
magoguery of promises which it is in no position to keep.

However, one should neither under- nor over-estimate the
anti-war movement. While it is true that its existence has
forced the government to masquerade its continued and in-
tensified war activities as so many attempts to reach an “ho-
norable” peace, in its broad majority the opposition to the
war directs itself not against the capitalist system, which is
necessarily irnperialistic, but merely against this particular and
apparently unsuccessful war (now viewed as a “big mistake”
that needs being undone). And while it is tmc that the hi-
therto-displayed apathy about the war on the part of the
working population is apparently giving way to a critical at-
titude, this does not in itself imply independent working-
class actions such as could bring the war to an end.
Even among the bourgeoisie, not directly favored by the war,
dissatisfaction with its course and its internal consequences

is visibly rising. But this amorphous anti-war sentiment, affect-
ing all layers of the population, does not as yet constitute a
real threat to the Administration’s war policy; especially be-
cause the govemmertt still commands the unswerving loyalty
of perhaps a majority of the population, which would no
doubt come to its aid should this become necessary. The de-
veloping polarization of pro- and anti-war forces points in
the direction of civil strife rather than to the government’s
capitulation to the opposition.

Meanwhile, the government’s demagoguery is taken quite
seriously — namely, that the war is being “wound down" by
way of Victnamization“ in accordance with the “Nixon doc-
trine," which wants to leave the (capitalist) defense of Asia
to the Asians. This demagoguery is seemingly substantiated
by a partial withdrawal of American troops and the simulta-
neous increase of the Vietnamese army, as well as by the in
tensification of the American air war in Laos, Cambodia,
North and South Vietnam. Withdrawal has in fact meant,
first of all, the extension of the war into Cambodia and La-
os to prepare the conditions under which the Asians them-
selves will be enabled to take care of all “communist aggres-
sion.” it would indeed be an "ideal" situation to have Asian;
fight Asians to secure Indochina for capitalist exploitation,
But as matters stand, it is more likely that 3 [ea] American
withdrawal would also be the end of "Vietnamization" and

the .“Nixon doctrine.”

The “ideal” situation is admittedly unrealizable, however,
even though an approxirnation is held to be possible, provid-
ed the enemy adapts itself to the American strategy. If it
does not, then, of course, the Americans must retum in
greater numbers to defend their endangered occupation troops
The deterrent strategy of a large naval and air presence will
be maintained in any case. Even this strategy assumes the
continuation of the present military stalemate, which favors
the Amedcans, since it can be utilized for the systematic de-
struction of enemy forces within the areas under American
control. A resurgence of resistance to the Americans and
their lndochinese allies becomes increasingly more proble-
matical, as ever greater masses of the population are driven
into controlled "refugee" centers and as the countryside is
laid waste. If Russia and China continue to stay out of the
conflict, the aid they provide by itself will not enable North
Vietnam and the NLF to win a war of attrition with the
United States.

Clearly, the war will go on as long as the North Vietnam-
ese continue to defy the American will. They will be able to
do so as long as they receive sufficient aid from either Rus-
sia, China, or both. In this sense, the war is still a war be-
tween these Eastem powers and the United States, even
though only the latter has engaged her military forces due to
the weakness of her lndochinese allies, who were no match
for the national-revolutionary forces they set out to combat.
The rift between Russia and China has not altered this situ-
ation, as each of these nations has its own reasons for op-
posing the American advance irt Asia. Whatever national in-
terests and rivalries divide Russia and China, these interests
cannot be furthered for either side through an alliance with
the United States, which cannot help treating both as implac-
able enemies because of their socio-economic structures and
their own desires to make themselves secure by gaining great-
er power and more influence within the world economy.

In summing up, it must be said that the lndochina war
has to be seen not as an isolated conflict between America
and North Vietnam, but as an aspect of an unfolding wider
struggle concerning the whole of Asia and the nature of its
further development. Beyond that, it is a special case of a
general struggle going on in many parts of the world against
the imperialist forms of private capital production. Objective-
|)' and $"bl°¢fi"¢1y- illli Slmggle can as yet take on no other
form than that of national liberation, even though this is not
a real solution to the social and economic problems um be.
W! lhfl C_0l1nIries subjugated tothe double yoke of native and
and foreign exploitation. However, this struggle is itself 3
mg" Pf ‘"1 °"§°i11B difiifllulion of the capitalist mode of pro-
g:°"°" "id ‘"11-_lI1 Tit_fl¢_. find support in class struggles to

waged 111 the trnpenalist nations. For it is more than
fmublful 11"" Capitalism will be able to overcome its deepen-
ms Structural crisis by way of outward expansion, since it is
cenm" U‘al_a“ al§°mP18 in that direction will meet evermore effective resistance. Whatever the outcome of the
‘tmfigle 1" l"d°¢hlfIfl, It Will not affect this general situation.

Paul Matttck



notes on the vietnam war
and american capitalism

l. The War and the Agrarian Economv

In the period following World War ll, there were
widespread spontaneous peasant struggles in South Viet-
nam aimed at appropriation of land. The Viet Mirth and
then the NLF tried to base its political force on this peas-
antry by developing agrarian reform policies. (I) The Viet
Minh recognized the appropriation of land by the peasants
and at the same time instituted a tan in the form of part
Of the harvest in order to provide for its troops. ln 1955
the Diem government in its turn, instituted a “Rent Re-
duction Law". Theoretically, this law reduced rent on
land to 25% of the harvest, from 50% before the war.
However, in practice. this “reduction” in fact meant an in-
crease of 25%, sinoe during the war no constant rent had
been collected and the law gave the land that had been
taken over by the peasants back to the former landowners.

This nwasure thus caused increasing unrest and revolt
among much of the rural population. In response to his
govemmenfs progressive loss of control in the countryside
in I957 Diem instituted mother law conceming land dis-
tribution, Ordinance No.57. According to this law n large
landowner could only hold up to 284 acres. the excess to
be distributed among the peasants. However. since the
peasants had irt practice already taken over the land (even
though the Diem government continued not to recognize
this ownership) the measure only benefited about 10% of
the peasants. while the other 90% would have lost land to
the landowners if the measure had been put into effect. (2)
From this point Saigorfs administrative cadres became iri-
creasingly the representatives of these land owners, and
cornrption spread throughout the rural areas. During
I960-1967 the Saigon govemment completely lost its po-
litical and military hold on the countryside, while the NLF
built up its political organization in the regions it occupied.
i965-66 represented the turning point in the war, with the
massive American involvement and the increasing logistical
and political dependence of the NLF on North Vietnam.

ln I964. with the increase in military operations. the
NLF policy towards the peasantry underwent some changes.
A deemphasis of guerrilla warfare in favor of larger con-
frontations caused a greater need for funds. Thus since
I964 it has increased its taxes to more than 20% of the
peasant‘s income (at the same time Saigon’s average taxes
were about 40%). In order to collect these taxes, the NLF
was forced to allow the peasantry in the areas that it con-
trolled to sell its agricultural surplus on the market con-
trolled by the Saigon regime. To a certain extent this was
the first compromise between the two forces. (3)
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Around 1966. the American high command in Sai-
gun began to question the view that political stability was
to be found in the support of the large landowners.

At the same time, profound changes in the conduct
of the war altered the material conditions of the agrarian
economy. Entire provinces in the Center and North, areas
of low agricultural production and mainly producing lum-
ber and rubber (the central highlands), were destroyed by
bombing raids and military operations. But military oper-
ations could not be conducted the same way in the South,
the Delta provinces, the traditional base of the agricultural
economy in South Vletrtam in which 75% of the rice pro-
duction occurs. r4) While it was possible to totally destroy
the Northern and Central regions. the destnrction of the
Delta would result in thhe rapid and total collapse of the
feeble economy of the Saigon regime. At this point Amer-
ican teclmicians and military began their “pacilication"
programs, but soon they realized that it could not succeed
because it did not even face the question of land owner-
ship. Finally, for the first time since I957, the Americans
and the Saigon regime intervened politically in the agrarian
question. After long internal debate, the Land-to-the-Tiller
Law was finally institu ted in March I970. Against the pro-
jects of some American technicians. who had proposed an
obligatory sale of the land to the peasants, the law calls
for:

immediate cessation of rent payments simply
by application of the tenant operator to his vill-
age council; free grant of land to the tenant,
with payment to the former owner to be absorbed
by the govemment; no retention of land not cul-
tivated by the owner or his family except for
limited amounts devoted to ancestor worship. (5)

This law is "hardly more than Saigon's stamp of approval
on the land redistribution already carried out by the com-
munists.” (6) The Saigon “technocrats” think that the
peasants should be allowed to stay where they are. and that
control of them should be won through programs for tech-
nical aid and for the creation of cooperatives. (The US
has already loaned $3million for the latter. (7)

It is important to remember that up until now most
of the peasantry, above all in the Delta, paid their rent
twice: once to the NLF, in the form of commodities and
logistical support; and a second time when Saigon‘s troops
reoccupied the area. While previously the occupation of
land had seemed insecure to the peasants, now not only
are they olTicially landowners, but they no longef — 31
least in theory - have to make rent payments to Saig0n's



troops. In the long run, this fact may create Some P105-
lems for the NLF because it now appears to be the only
rent collector. Of course this will depend on Saigon‘s abil-
ity and determination to clean out the corruption in its
rural administration.

I would be false, however, to give too much impor-
tance to this so-called Land Reform. It’s main significance
is that it expresses a change in the Saigon governments’!
(and US capitaiisnfs) tactics in attempting to win political
control over the countryside. It would be at least as large
an error to ignore this new trend as it would be to speak
of the land reform as an aclticved goal.

The legalization of the agrarian reform isn‘t the only
new element in the social conditions of South Vietnam's
agrarian economy. The war has produced profound changes
in the rural conditions of production. Towards 1965-66
food production fell 7% and South Vietnam, a rice export-
ing country, began to import. (8) According to the so
called experts, this deterioration of food production, which
has been a continuing trend, was caused by the following
factors:

1. Less land planted in rice because of the se-
verity of the hostilities;
2. A decreasing farm labor supply as a result of
the increasing build up of both the RVN and
NLF military forces;
3. The massive increase of free-world forces which
has dravtm many persons away from farm produc-
tion and into contruction work and general
logistical support at wages above the existing farm
wage. (9)

Other forms of agricultural production have also undergone
a serious falling off. Rubber production fell by 80% dur.
ing 1965. (10) The rubber plantations are mainly in the
Central region of the country where the bombings were
particularly intense during this period of the war. Lumber
production was almost entirely destroyed: “One curious
effect of the saturation ‘pacification’ efforts made in the
Central Highlands two or three years ago, it seems, was
that numerous metal fragments lodged in the trunks of
trees and remained embedded there. These ruin saw-blades
and make the processing of lumber uneconomic." (i 1)

Thus it is clear that the material base of much of
traditional agricultural production was progressively dC$
"°Y°d by th= Wtlr- “The attempt to deprive the guerrillas
of jungle cover and food supplies by dumping chemical
poisons over vast areas of the countryside means the bal.
ance of nature in Vietnam has been destroyed for decades
to come. The nrthless bombardment of suspected commu-
nist positions has desvastated villages and irrigation scheme
— the essential capital of the peasant community." (12)
The stability of the family unit was severely tlantaged, its
members occupied in tasks other than the tndmrmt
(mainly the military service): “The war has prevented
two-thirds of South Vietnam's able-bodied men 20 to 30
years of age from filling their normal occupations." (l3)
In addition, “the current hostilities in rural areas have
caused many rural workers to seek safety in the cities and

towns, which, as a result, have increased in population.“
(14) In 1965, 25% of South Vietnam’: population lived
in urban areas (l5); in 1971, according to Le Monde of
212171, more than 50% of the total population is living in
urban areas. Thus, in the regions in which there is still
considerable agicultural production (the Delta) the decline
of population and the destruction of the family urtit both
necemtate and make possible the development of the agri-
cultural production process (an increase in agricultural pro-
ductivity based on more agricultural machinery and pro-
duction on a larger scale than the faintly).

Thus the development of the war after the tuming
point in 1965-66 had serious effects on the rural economy
and so on the political slttration. The material basis of
traditional agriculture has been destroyed in a large part
of the country (the Nortlt and Center) and with it the po-
litical base of the NLF in the peasants. And in the Delta
the balance of power between the NLF and the Saigon
regime has been changed by the latter’s ability to control
the countryside militarily on a larger scale and its attempts
to develop a political base through land reform.

II. Vietnamization

During and since the phase of its heavy involvement
in the war (1965-66) American capital has been constantly
increasing its investments in South Vietnam, mainly in in-
dustries producing the logistical basis of the war - pro-
visioning, irtfrastnrcture, etc. In fact, the

US Goverrunent has consistently helped big business
business move into Southeast Asia. There are
no longer import duties on machine equipment

THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION [N NORTH VIETNAM
OR

THE GHOST OF HO CHI MINH MEETS THE. HIPPIE MENACE

(Translated from Le Munde)
llanfli (A. F. P.) - On January o, 7. and 6, the People’; Tribunal in

Hanoi found one Phan Tang Toan and seven of his accomplices guiln-',
according to the court record, of having spread “the depraved culture oi
imperialism and of counter-revolutionary propaganda, hostile to the policy
and laws or the Stale.“ Phan Ting Toan was itnlgnpgd to fifteen year; in
prison and five years‘ loss of civil rights. His accomplices received sen-
tcnces cl’ from eighteen months to twelve years of prison, without pil.t‘0|B~

The sentenced men, who can appeal, had been arrested in i968. "Dre
prirlcipll accused, Phan Tang Toan. tltirty-seven years old. veteran of the
French army. admitted, according to the record. that "although be but
stayed in North Vietnam when peace cltnc, he did not like the regime
and Spread counter-n.-volutionary viewpoints," dreaming of a life of “free
licentlnust-|esr."In the course of the public trial he had gone on to admit
that “he had, before his arrest. gotten logcather certain had characters,
living as vagabonds, to set up an amateur band which tried to spread
Pflimiflic. tear-jerking, and romantic tunes." ‘Dre grcmp organized secret
musical aesions in a prepared decor. There they evoked the depraved
life of bourgeois circles, their seltnl licence. "This led their victims to
fall in their tum into vagabondagc and to oorm-nit social crimes. giving
rise to milieu more open to their counter-revolutionary propaganda."

ladlled the court record.
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gent to Vietnam. There is a I5’? exemption on
taxation on capital investment used for expansion.
There are no taxes on the profits of US business
for five years after investment, and no real estate
tax for three years. The Insurance Act of |'~lt‘r7
protects l0ll'J’= of business assets against exprop-
riation and damage during the war. ll further
protects debts up to 75% of value. (I6)
In I964 only I3 ‘Fl of the South Vietnamese GNP

came from the industrial sector (I7), mainly in industries
processing agricultural products: rice. sugar. tobacco, rub-
ber amd paper. Since then. Americans have built up sev-
eral light industries: textiles, plastics, cigarettes. printing.
construction material. phamraceutical production , elec-
trical materials. etc. Since Woo heavy industry has begun
to develop slowly with an importation of about $17 mil-
lion worth of industrial machinery through the Commer-
cial Import Program which plans the construction of an
auto tire plant. a steel tube plant, an auto battery plant.
and pharmaceutical. plastic , glass, and ceramic product
plants. (I8) Also during this period a generator and a
large electrical deisel plant were built in the Saigon area
with Japanese private capital.

Some specific examples of American investment in
S. Vietnam are: the American Trading Corp. and Brown-
cll Lane Engineering Corp. (heavy machinery tied to the
war); Esso and Caltex (construction of a refinery valued
at $16 million). In addition, the US Defense Department
has made a loan to four American civil construction com-
panies for airports, ports, power palms, hospitals. bridges,
roads, warehouses. etc. (I9) Financial channels have been
opened in order to facilitate investment: both the Chase
Manhattan Bank and the Bank ul‘ America have opened
branches in Saigon.

In the course of this development of the South Viet-
namese economy, the labor force has undergone some im-
portant changes. Migration toward the urban areas. par-
ticularly of the young, has allowed the creation of a large
extremely mobile labor force that could casliy be oriented
towards new industrial projects. (20) Military service has
provided some training for a large portion of the young
manpower. in addition, several enterprises have “provided
considerable language and on-the-job training.“ (ll)
Still. this labor force at present has largely tr so-called lum-
pen character. However, the urbanization and industrial-
ization of South Vietnam are only tendencies. as the rate
of investment is still fairly low due to the lack of economic
stability.

This unstable economy is above all characterized by
inflation. Between I967 and W70 .prices went up SW
a year. (Since then. the govemment has succeeded in sta-
bilizing the inflation at a lower rate.) This inflation is the
result of a war economy in which a large percentage of
the population is in the military or para-military sector.
(II) Relative l0 very little real industrial production. an
enormous amount of money is being created to pay for
non-productive military expenditures. Thus. from I965 to
the first quarter of W68 the governmental delicit grew

from 900 million plasters lo 2.000 million. (Ill
The increase in the political stability of the Saigon

regime during the past few years. nrtrinly lhrotlglt military
gains over the NLF, has resulted in the passage oi‘ two
laws in Saigon. One concerns the research and exploita-
tion of a huge oil field. one of the richest irt the world,
just discovered in South Vietnam: companies arc ussttrcd
that "goods and rights will not be nationalizeCl.... there
will be no tax on exportalion..., and il will be possible lo
expatriate profits freely.“ [24] The second law is intend-
ed to establish a system of easy profit cxpatritrtion in or-
der to attract foreign investment. Immediately following
thr: announcement of these laws. tlrt: Ford Contpatty of
Australia began studying the future construction of an auto-
assembly plant in Saigon and the British Leyland Motor
Company announced its intention of starting to produce
tractors and other agricultural machinery. [35l

The Bank of Asiatic Development has just published
a study on the economic future of Southeast Asia. The
whole report stresses the need for fuller integration Oi‘ the
area into the Westem market li.e. increamd Western in-
vestment and flow of Westem troutls onto the rnarkell.
For South Vietnam, the Bank slates that industrialization
must be based on at “green revolution" — L8. On 1111 iIll3I¢8S¢
of agricultural productivity through the mo-demization ol"
agriculture. This would reduce the prices of agricultural
products and thus hold down the level of wages in the ur-
ban areas. Also tied in with this "revolution" would be
the creatlon of the industry to produce the necessary agn-
cultural machines and fertilizers. (26)

The war has had a large impact on the other countries
of Southeast Asia. Since I967 South Vietnamese imports
from Southeast Asian countries have grown at lllt ¢XP¢'15°
of those from the US. (I'll The RVN Shaft Oi Illfi lfitill
exports of Japan, Taiwan, South Korea. Singapore. and
l-long-Kong has also increased greatly. The war has created
a demand For two types of products: those necessary to
the provisioning of an increasing urban population ltflttiles.
Food, etr:.): and those necessary to the War infrailnlfltrlrlii
(cement, steel, aluminum. gas, etc). ln many cases these
can be more profitably produced in Southeast Asia than in
the US. Most of the countries, except Japan, which al-
ready had a fairly well diversified economy. have thus gone
through “economic booms" only in a given sector of pro-
duction, a fact which leaves their economies particularly
vulnerable to any change in capitalist strategy in this area.

Thus the war in Vietnam has opened up the pOSSll)ll~
ity of the “modemization" of the Vietnamese economy
through foreign investment — particularly Ameriwh OT
course. ln this context, what is the immediate effect of
the withdrawal of American troops?

First, “vietnamization“ necessitates art increase in
the military effort of the Saigon govemment in terms of
both men and material. From an economic point of view.
this "increased spending for military purposes would in-
crease sigrrificanlly the demand for locally pt0tIl\.IGB(l 500$
and services and for imports, and. . . the reduction of US
forces in South Vietnam would have the effect of reducinfl



the Saigon govenunent’s foreign “Chi-"EB °3"1l"§‘-” (28)
Thus vietnamization means an increase in the amount of
money on the market, an increase in lmp0l'l$. find I Bmw‘
ing dependency of the Vietnamese economy °" '1" 8959"]
gourhem '}\>|a,n economy. To prevent the collapse of S.
Vietnam‘: economy, the US will have to pay thfflllgll l-he
nose for the withdrawal of its troops. Fifty-Ill?“ P"°°m
of the Saigon government budget is already paid by the
US, and Nixon has asked Congress to add to the “nonnal”
aid an addition of about S100 million in order to balance
the economic effects of Vietnamization. (The Saigon gov-
ernmem claims to need S200 million.) (29) The with-
drawal of the troops and the financial aid can only con-
tinue the dependence of the South Vietnamese economy
on that of the US, its integration into the framework of
“free market capitalism" and private investment. This was:
of course the original goal of the war;vielII81'I1i1flIi0fl End
troop withdrawals in no sense imply that the US is aban-
doning its basic goals for the area.

lll. Capitalism. War and Peace

The explanation of the change in American strategy
from massive military involvement to vietnamization does
not lie solely in the current situation in Vietnam. but is
rooted in the internal situation of American capitalism as
well. ln the US the problem of economic stagnation has
become increasingly evident. Its ideological and institu-
tional aspects, as well as the “economic” ones (expressed
in the constant changes in the monetary policies) are root-
ed in the capitalist production process itself and its contra-
dictions — i.e. in the increased incapacity of American cap-
italism to raise its rate of profitable capital formation.
This incapacity has not found any solution in these mone-
tary policies . These attempts to reduce labor costs through
unemployment have only added to the already great social
misery (housing conditions, transportation, health-services,
etc.). The low rate of capital accumulation has i.n fact
existed since World War ll and the high level of unemploy-
ment (averayng about 5%) has only been reduced during
the war periods (during the Korean War, from 1951-3, it
was 3%, and at the height of the Vietnam War, I96-6-9, it
was 3.6%) through an increased State intervention in the
economy in the fom-r of war expenditures. (30)

The current situation is thus centered on the ques-
tion of State intervention in the economy. Because the
largest manifestation of that intervention is the war expen-
ditures. the entire political anti-war movement is necessarily
brough into direct confrontation with the question of the
economic role of the State, in spite of the fact that its het-
erogeneous composition causes it to arrive at differing con-
clusions about the issues of war expenditures and capitalist
system.

The stagnation of the economy and the waste pro
ducllon for war are two sides of the same systemic coin.

Yet this situation suggests to the liberals the idea that
state expenditure should be shifted from waste production
to attempts to deal with social needs at home. The liber-
als‘ assumption is that the war is a mistake which is pie
venting the use of America’s productive capacities for the
creation of an economy of “abundance for all.” This con-
ception is based on a refusal to recognize the fact that in
a privatecorporate capitalist economy, state intervention
can only have the function of maintairtirtg the necessary
conditions for the existence of private capital.

A total end to war production and total re-orienta-
ion of State intervention in the economy, in order to deal

with the social poverty that capitalism itself has produced,
is not possible in the present private capital oriented econ-
omy, simply because it would enormously increase the_im-
portance of the public sector over the private one. The
strongest sectors of private capital in particular would be
greatly affected by the end of State subsidies allocated
through war production. While if these limits on State in-
tervention are constantly present and deterrntne the con-
flict within capitalisrn, nonethelea the social consequences
of the economic stagnation, the increasingly difficult situ-
ation of working people, produces political pressure for
more State intervention in such sectors as housing, mass
transportation, health, education, etc. However, even whet:
the public sector intervenes, it tries to limit its own action
and to maintain its general aim of constructing for private
capital the conditions for a new profitable cycle (cf. Nix-
on‘s health plan, as well as the fight against pollution).
The govemment is playing a greater and greater role in the
economy (government spending covers 22% of the total
GNP in 1910 compared with 14% in r935 (31)), but the
economy remains a private-oriented one. Given this or-
ientation, the war is more necessary than ever inorder to
create abroad the conditions for profitable investments of
private capital. lt is in fact only the continuing profitabil-
ity of private capital, at home and abroad, that will allow
a greater State intervention at home. War abroad and
State intervention at home are thus two inseparable parts
of the same situation; and there is no real choice between
the two as long as the survival of private capital is the
main goal.‘

But if the question is profitable investment in the
Third World, can’t that be done through cooperation with
the State capitalist bloc (Russia and (Jrina)? The Vietnam
war might seem to be art exception to a situation in which
private and State capitalism are developing an increasing
“coexistence” in the backward areas, as in Latin America.
In fact these are only different situations in the same con-
flict between western capitalism and State capitalism. The
Vietnam War expresses the level of this conflict in an area
contested by the two blocs since WWII (and complicated
by the additional conflicts existing between China and
R\l8SiiI)- ln Latin America, on the contrary, US capitalisrn
haa_until now controlled the whole area, while the intro-

I 1 I’

‘It should be remembered that, as pointed our above, withdraw-'aJ of troops
from Vietnam does not mean 2 great decrease in the war ccnnoflty.



program of withdrawing all of our troops from that country

Grand Canyon and leap off. (see details below)

NOW THERE rs A WAY TO rat-to THE wan '
WHEREAS, the war between the United States and the Vietnamese continues, despite the fierce stmggle of our Vietnamese brothers
and sisters, who have laid down their lives by the hundreds of thousands
W'HER.EAS, our govemment appears to have no intentions of ending our involvement in Vieuiam, but plans to continue its air war
and bombing and its funding of the puppet ARVN troops to carry out lhe ground war even if it goes through with its announced

WHEREAS, the Vietnamese people should be given the same right to live under the joy of independence and self-detennination as
We Americans

WHEREAS. the war has divided our people, selling young against old, worker against businessman. poor against rich
WHEREAS, a majority of the US population is now opposed to the war
WHEREAS, our methods of attempting to end the war through our teach-ins, petitions, peace candidates, mass demonstrations. and
even civil disobedience, have thus far not met with complete sueoess
AND WHEREAS. it thus seems clear that we can only end this war if we are willing to match our determination and self»sa4:ril'lce
with that of the Vietnamese, and offer a serious threat upon our government
BE iT KNOWN that, unless our government totally and immediately ends all of its involvement in the war, we the undersigned
agree that one month after the receipt of the i00,000th ripature on this statement, we will proceed to the North Rim of the

We express our confidence that our act of courage. if not the mere threat of it, will force our leaders to bring the war to a grinding
halt. ‘they would surely recognize the terrible impact of our action: the damage to our nation's world image, the general shock to
the domestic population, the loss to the nation of our talents, not to mention the disruption of the economy and ‘business as usual.‘
They will thus be Forced to do what we demand of them. We realize that the impact of our action will br maximized by the parti~
cipation of the broadest spectrum of people and groups within the American population. We therefore invite students, businessmen,
pr0l'cstinrwl§.u-orkers, govemment officals, housewives, union oilicals. Congressmen, etc. to join us.
lF THI: GOVERNMENT DOESN‘T STOP THE WAR. THE PEOPLE WILL STOP Tl-I'E PEOPLE. ‘re LII vzeag ‘

lioned leap at the stated time,

Signed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Please check one of the boxes below and retum this endorsement ro: K fir .l
Suicides for Peace. r-.0. Box 496, Cambridge, Mas. ozras £3 /

[ | l wish to he registered as a Suicide for Peace and agree to make the ai'0remen- ,
tg, r/

the North Rim at the stated time.

tmalre checks payable to Nicolai lemming, Treasurer)
1 ] Enclosed is a contribution of to implement the Plan.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . , .

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ci1y . . . . , . . . . . .State . . . . . . . ' '-
The AMA has agreed to purchase the bodies at $20 each and distribute them for use st
at medical schools throughout the nation. Proceeds to go to the McGovem cmnmryl Y0 Fl-*¢5"*"

. . . . . . -I‘ fin 4

l I\ ___
[ | I wish to be registered as a Witness for Peace and agree to be an observer on . "‘ , KI --_ __\_ l

_ Hg? _.3.'Egg /
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ducfion of European, Iapanese and Russian capital on a
large scale is just beginning. While this still poses no major
threat to US capitalism, it confinns nevertheless its decline
in international competetibility. This is due not only to
its internal situation but also to the progressive integration
oi‘ the State capitalist block into the world market. This
has just been completed by the steps made by China; after
the restmcturing of its productive apparatus, realized under
the romantic name of “Cultural Revolution”, it too has
begun to nrm toward this integration into the world mar-
ket (see the recent agreements with Canada, the importance
of Japanese capitalism in its trade, and the recent moves
towards a "normalization" of relations with the US.)
None oi’ this means that the antagonism between the two
economic fomts of capital production has come to an end.
lust as conflict exists at home between State and private
capital, so it exists on a world scale between the two cap-
italist blocks.

Au Htflil"

IV. Working Class Struggle and the War

ln a period of capitalist expansion. working class
struggle can be integrated into the developing system. Thus
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the rate of
economic growth made it possible for capital to meet b0!-ll
its needs for profit and the workers‘ demands for a better
life. Today, with the economy in a period of stagnation,
workers‘ stnrggles to maintain and improve their living 5'3"‘
dards act as a limit to profitability and the accumulation
of capital. it is this fact which has made the workers-
movement, after a long period of hibernation, reappear ill
broad daylight on a world scale.

It is on this scale that the labor movement, like cap-
italism itself, should be analyzed. ‘Workers’ strugfles spwld



all over Europe in a series of erruptiotts beginning Wllll ll"?
mass strike of I968 in France: in Italy. $ttlk€5 Flrltl W01“!
agitation since 1909, in Swcdcn the Kiruna and VOIVO 5111'-R95
in December I969-January I970. in Belgium ill? l-ilT\lJ0l-IFE
strikes of January-Fcbmary 1970. in Ertgjand the continu-
ous agitation and wildcat actions of the last few years, in
Holland the big strikes at t.he end of I970. in Germany
the steel attd auto strikes in October I970. These struggles
all reflect the beginning of economic stagnation. lflllowiflg
the period of rapid and strong capital formation after WW
ll. throughout Europe. They were unified into a whole
movement by the development of capitalism itself, no long-
er within the narrow limits of each European country but
on the level of all Europe. But the spread of the struggles
within each social and economic area is a product of the
class activity. By the violence of its entption and by the
forms of struggle it takes (wildcat actions, autonomy of
organization vis-a-vis the traditional organizations), the ob-
jectives of the struggles were rapidly taken up by a large
number of workers (cf. the Swedish strikes following Ki-
runa, the Belgian strikes following Lirnbourg_ the Italian
strikes. May I968 in France).

The present struggles of the American working class
against inflation, unemployment, and increasing exploita-
tion arc part of this movement (even though they have de-
veloped within the context of an already existing lack of
profitability for capital): an important part. considering
the position of American Capitalism in the world capitalist
equilibrium. In the US, as elsewhere. the workers are not
very worried about the conflict between private capital and
the State. which is visible only in the form of contradictory
attempts to maintain the exploitation of the workers.
Class struggle in America is expressed mainly through auton-
omous factory revolt: sabotage, absenteeism, rapid tum-
over, and more and more fights against the union apparatus.
Wildcat strikes are causing increasing problems for capital-
ism. The unions‘ incapacity to control the working class is
itself zt product of the current phase of capitalist develop-
rltenti they are unable to obtain the demands that the work-
ers arc now making the need for which has been created
by the economic situation also,

At its present level, what is the relation of these work-
ing class struggles to the so-called peace movement? First,
it is important to realize that this peace movement itself
has gone through different phases. During the first phase,
which ended with the invasion of Cambodia and the Kent
State assassinations, the activity was based on the assump-
tion that this hctcrogenous movement would be able to
stop the war by putting pressure on the State apparatus.
During the second phase, now beginning, the participants
have a much clearer notion of its limits, even if the peace-
bureaucrats still say, as they have for years, “stop the war
or we'll stop the govemrnent." Nevertheless this peace
movement, mainly student-oriented, in general continues
not to see the war as part of the system of exploitation
within this society. Thus, unable to tie the struggle against

W" l° ll" $l"1R8l¢ Going On on the level of production

RIG BUSINESS lto Labor. senerouulrii "My nod fellow. you'll he W-ll paid
his your polfiotic lzliwn in ‘tending lhil [lotions plnnlt you allll have nll tho Ir-uil
ulna tlo pUtlwJ—l'|l like ONLY the motel"
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(where the basis of all exploitation is), they are brought
under the control of the liberal reformist politicians, for
whom the peace movement is a way of keeping capitalism
intact.

But since the war is not an accident, the fight against
the war as such is not enough to bring it to an end. The
peace movement sees the struggles of the working people
in their work places either as completely separated from
itself or as an opportunity to make ideological propaganda
- of ideas that must appear to the workers as completely
separated from their position and life in production: “Vic-
tory to the NLF!“, “anti-imperialist struggle!" and so forth. r" 3;"
For working people the War is, on the contrary. part of
their exploitation. They are paying for it through the
profits they create, through inflation and through their
lives on the battle field. Unemployment and wage cuts
are as much related to the crisis of capitalism as the war
itself. Thus it is not their struggles that should be oriented
toward the war issue (nomially those who "represent"
workers in the anti-war demonstrations are those who rc-



press the workers in production — the union bureaucrats
who have the free time to go to dernonstrations while
workers stay in the factories); but it's the war issue that
should be brought to the working people's struggles.
Only the struggles of working people against exploitation
and war (as further exploitation) can bring an end to the
war; only on this basis could the peace movement be inte-
grated into a social movement of working people. Until
then the only workers who show up in the movement will
be there as individuals. “morally concerned". but not as
workers struggling against the system that exploits them
and creates war to maintain or increase this exploitation.
Beyond the fact that only a socialist mass movement can
end all the wars, by ending the system that produces them,
the present peace movement will only become a real bur-
den for capitalism when it goes far beyond the strict end-
the-war iswe. Only then, also, will the peace movement
be cleared of all “progressive bosses" and GOOD liberal
politicians who currently see in it a good channel for their
class interests: i.e. the perpetuation of the present system
of exploitation and social misery.

Jorge M.E. and friends
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IIHJ FEER, July lb. I970. I1. 26.
(29) Fl‘;'IfR, luly lfi, I970, p. IT.
(30) Mill Siren! Jourrui! r‘llr'$/) April S, I971.
l3l) lv'.‘L!. February I. l‘~l7l.
(32) Perlupq ,1 low unmmcnts on the nature of the NLF would be in order
at this point. Ln-ilting at the NLF program, we find, as Willi all political
programs ol united lI'Ul1lll with the bourgeoisie (here "national" there
“pm;-,rcssive"l that lliu interests of the worlting class aft F11! below 111099
uf the ruling, uliii The Association of Workers for Uberation. the work-
ing class organization ul the NLF, says on this question:

In order to amire ourselves of the forces capable of bring-
ing the revolution lo as triumph, the wag:-earner! are derai-
mincd to rume with the owners; we will dlrousr Iagfllrel.
we will make mrrluiirl conomiorrs. in such a viray as to gush
ammo the inrr-rem of the rim parties and to concentrate our
forces. to fipjit with the whole people against the common
enemy of the nation.

ll this is necessary to "arzhicve the revolution" leis have a picture of the
situation of working people after the “revolution”!

lwe, lhe NLF, will] institute a Labor Code; apply the Ehour
day and lnitilute a system ul paid vacations. Establish ra
Lional wags and at system of bonuses that firm-V In lncrtnse
in pmdllctimi. Ameliorale lhe living conditions Of the \Illll=-
aid white-collar workers. Institute a regime of adequate
remuneration for apprentices. Give work to poor workers;
slrugge actively for the end of unemployment. lrtsituta
social security to watch over the health of workers and to
come to dieir aid in cast: of illness, incapacity. or old age
and retirement. Regulars the drflererirvs between owner
and iiurker by means 0/ rregorirrliun and mediatiui by rlre
ilenior.-rnrir riirrimail ri¢.Inrr'n!rrniriuir. Fomiatly prevent bod-
ily inlliolion of wounds on workers as well as lines taken
out of wages arid lay»nlTs wirlimu cilrrrv.‘ [our emphasis]
(Th: NLF Sjvmbol 0} hrd:-prmlenrv, Democmcy rind Peace
in Vietnam, lliiiiot, lWi7, pp. 80-lil. quoted tn lhi SOUGH-
ity Piirnplilell

In other vmrrk, nothing that the Ford Motor Company and George Meiiny
would llingrw WIll'|.

OI course the NLF tans will say: “Thu1'sjusl a program; after the victory
the power will go lo the (‘oirimuniirli in the NLF.“ Aliliotigh this is
pruhahly true. il does not mean lhal the prohlelm of Vietriarncsc work-
lrig pcuplc Will be wlvetl. For them, an NLF victory would mean the
creation cil'.i mn of socialism not very different from that which already
exists in Kuniai, China. or Cuba: i.e., il State Capitalist system in which
the working clan has a pail of Its own labor explopfialcd i.n the form
ol‘ “‘mi:i:alist" capital. Whether done under rlate clpltiillam 0| under an
economic system more closely lied lu Western “free market" ll-IpiIIl.lilTl.
develupmenl means accumulation ol' capital under the ran-re social rela-
tions of production - i.e. one group of people does all the work. and
another group of people decides vlhal to do Willi the products of the
labor. So aceumrilatlori means exploitation of Working people. The end
of all forms of exploitation can only be brought abrrrrt by the working
class of the developed oountrics: when ll iibolishles its exploitation it will
Ibullali the dorninatiori of its capitalism over the backward areal; and the
population there.



 by Ilvlarcia Batman, n teacher atE 

Mu; mow happen is the rwa lenders rnauidfzht
it out. If they are two chicken to Iurveflfiflflthr
then they should ploy I gem! Ofdlfikfll M"""”"'
leader wins, win: the war. The war Ml P1013111"! 10 do
with us so why should wefkht it.

During my two years teschirg at East Boston High,
I've lamed a lot about what kids think about the W81‘
in Vietnam and why they have the opinions they do.
ll‘ we, as teachers, wam to help kids think critics"?
and understand the real reasons for the war, then
it‘; very important that we understand why they
think the way they do. Without uttderstandirg what
in their backgrounds-both economic and soci|l--
makes them have these opinions, we can't even begin
to have conversations with them, much less open them
up to new ideas and ways ofthinkirg.

l. Macho vs Victim

I think we should hm s military victory in Vietnam
bearuae tr‘: too late to have immedirte wirhdkawal so
I thinlr we should stay in Viemam until we Win.
mm I mean by too late is that it’: too late to draw
back bearuse there are over 1,000,000,000 people
shady killed from the United States,

5.5. High student (boy)

I think we shruld Iwve immediate withdrawal from
Vietnam. We can’: afford to lose more lives of those
we bve. Planned witlrdrtrwal is too slow and winning
the war wiflpmve nothing except more death and
trouble.

E.B. Hgrh student (gill

5°)" I-fill Bil: often have very different views on the
war, and they have different solutions. Boys in wgyk.

The Red Pencil and The R ed Pencil Bulletin
areput outbyacoleetiveofpeoplewurliqto
champ Boston-ares education.

To get in touch; Write ¢/o Phyllis Ewen,
l3l Magazine Street, Cambridge, Mag, 07139

Reprinted from ' , Ma;-ch 1971The Red Pencil

ill class communities are brought up tough; often
their life, or at least their reputation depends on it.
They know they have to be tough to make it in the
world they will soon face-the draft, lousy jobs, a
competitive world. They have to be rough to earn
the respect of their friends and most important, them-
selves. Until recently, when drugs, hippie culture and
music reached the workirg elsss, there were no alterna-
tives for a boy at all. If you weren’t tough, you were
"queer". Boys were not expected to show emotions
or feelings or be concerned about anybody but them-
selves. Therefore, a boy’: solution to the war is to
bomb Vietnam off the map. to fght and win, to never
give in. In s t:h5IOOm, a teacher will never get any-
where atguing logically lbout why bombing is wrong
until she/he reaches the root of the problem: the
boy's attitudes towards toughness and violence, and
why these attitudes are neoesmy for them in the
world today.

Girls do not have to be tough to make it. Just the
opposite. They expect to grow up and be some-
body’: wife, take are ofthe kids and provide some
warmth and emotion in their hu sband‘s otherwise
brutal existence. They are victirrts; they have little
to say about their lives, but always depend on some-
one else for their happiness and well being. Because
they are "allowed" to expres emotion and are ex-
pected to provide comfort and solace, they can
identify with human suffering, and with other people
who are victirns. They usually think we should get
out of Vietnam tght away to end all the death and
suffering. They see their son, brothers, boy friends
and fathers being hurt all the lime. They want to
prevent any more sorrow tlun is abmlutely nec-
essary.
ll. Hearing vs. Knowing: The Media vs. Real Experience

l want milimry victory becmwe I think we should win
in Vietnam beolnue Arnenlm it the most powerful
nation. it will efieer the honor of the United States.
Also I think ifwe don't win then North Vietnam will
mm spreading to othn countries.
I also want immediate withdrawal because it lot of



people are dying there and taxes have been mixed up
to our necks. but the people don't cum enough
because there are so many factories that are closing
and people can't pay the tax.

RS. Mist Barman I had to vote for two mlutionr
because there are rwo aides to this

Working class kids believe a lot of what the media and
the government officials tell them. They think we are
in Vietnam to stop North Vietnam from invading the
south, to stop communism (instead of continuing im~
perialism) and to preserve the honor of the United
States. They believe that it is necessary for the United
States to be fghting in Vietnam. They accept all this
because they have never been expected to think cri-
tically. The public schools they go to don’t even
give critical thinking and independence token support.
[That‘s not what they kids are supposed to learn:
they’ll never have to use their brains.) The oommun~
ities they live in are closed off from new information
and different ideas and life-styles. They never get a
chance to hear or think about different opinions.
They don’t live on college campuses. They don't
have the tools to challenge the information they
are given.

On the other hand, they know real things about the
war that contradict all that they have read,
They get very cortf used when their real information
conflicts with the information the media feed; (hem
every day. They know that the war is bad for them
and their families. Men are getting killed, taxes are
going up. Kids don’t like the war beuiusc it is bad
for them. Their attitude is very different than mid.
die class kids who don't like the war because it is
killing the Vietnamese or is morally wrong, The
kids at East Boston rarely think about the Vietna~
mese. They don't know what is happening the the
Vietnamese people. That information never reaches
them. All they know is that the war is hurting them
and they don’t like it.

The kids carry both what they know and what they
hear around in their heads. Instead of realizing that
the war is bad for them and then trying to figure out
why we are there since it is bad, they believe both
things They don't always have enough confidence
in themselves and in their own ability and intellgenoe
to really trust their own feelirgs. (After all, they've
always been told they were dumb.) When they
begin to trust themselves and their experience (and
a lot of them are beginning to) instead of what
other people tell them, then they will want to figure

out why we are really fighting this war. Now, many
of them carry around confusion and contradiction
in their heads.

lll. Anti-Communism vs. Self-confidence

What we need is one mun to run the whole world.
rm there will be p8dC¢. Unless there It 4 div"-"¢>'
then people will always beftghtlltx 4'14 "04" Wm
ever be able to get along.

Bur why am’t we run free—-and do what we wntand
get along with everybody?

from a conversation in a U.S. history clan

Kids ideas about everything stem from their beliefs
about human nature. They don‘t trust themselves or
anybody around them. They can't, or they won’t
survive in the dog-eat-dog world. They believe that
human nature is inevitably bad and has to be con-
trolled§ People can’t possibly control themselves.
After all, everything in their life is solved by repres-
sion and authorityl Teachers have to be tough or
the kids will go crazy. When l asked kids to write
about their idea of a good parent, a lot of them said
parents have to be strict and hard, even though many
were fighting with their parents every night. When
there's a disagreement in the neighborhood, mll
the cops.

They have never seen non-authoritarian solutions
work. Often nice teachers with liberal ideas about
freedom get trampeled on by the kids. Even among
iriend$,tl1.i.ngs arcn’t usually talked out. Emotions
are never expressed openly to each Other. Thifl
belief in human nature--what they see proven in
themselves and their life every day-makes it impos-
sible for thcm to see nomepressive, nonauthoritarian
solutions. When we discuss "ideal" communism, the
kids say it would never work because people are bad
and can't work together. They can't work togethof.
they’ve never had that freedom. So why should they
expect other people to do it. When a kid wants t0
“run free“, he is bombarded with questions like
“who would work‘! who would grow the food?
wouldn’t everyoncjust sit around?“

These kids have less feeling of control and power
than any other group in society (except the bladts).
They have been controlled all their lives. They have
only an authoritarian relationship to the government



and the society. They have no trust in themwlvefl 01'
in their ability to work things out togetheI,_bB=flll5¢
they have never had an opportunity I0 "Y 11-

WHATSHOULD WE DO?

A: teachers In the classroom kids need to kI10W
their opinions are respected, that they can think, Ihflt
they are smart, that their experience is valid. If they
begin to believe in themselves, everything else followi-
Our country is built on people believing i-11 ¢'\'"Yb°dY
but themselves.

The classroom can also be a place Where new infot-
rnation is brought to the kids. My kids aired me what
was happening to the Vietnamese people after I
showed them some pictures of napalmed kids. They
had never considered the question before and were
shocked when they found out what was really hap-
pening. As a teacher, we can give them infonnation
with which to challenge the authoriy of the media
and the government's version as complete truth.

Ar people. We are not only what we are in the class-
room. We need to be much more than that if kids

BLACK

are really going to change, grow, and trust themselves
Before anyone can begin to believe in themselves,
they have to have some vision of an alternative way
of acting. Until they see something else working,
they have no reason to believe that wmetltirg elae
can work. We can begin to show them tint nome-
thing else can work.

L851 YW kids were very much influenced by our
living collective which shared money and persona]
d°°i5i°"$- The)’ began to act more collectively
themselves. We have to be able to point out things
that work: collectives, food oo-ops, free health
clinics, free schools,

We have to take ourselves and what we believe
Bflifll-Bl)-' if we expect the kids to take us and them-
selves seriously. This means taking risks and weak.
"18 out about what we think is wrong with the
schools. ll also means trying to change and grow
and challenge ourselves to live in the way we think
is right: oombatting chauvinism, racism, individu-
lism, competitiveness and self-hate. It mans
actively trying to change the society that makes
this diffieultr We can't just be teachers, or we will
never teach our kids anything.

ROSE
BOOKS

a preface by Murray Bookchin.

announces the publication of

THE KRONSTADT UPRISING by Ida Mett

“Revolts by workers and peasants have shown that their patience has come to an
end. The uprising of the workers is near at hand. The time has come to overthrow
the bureaucracy . . . Kronstadt has raised for the first time the banner of the third
Revolution of the toilets .. .The autocracy has fallen. The Constituent Assembly ‘
has departed to the region of the damned . .
(lsvestia of the Kronstadt Provisional Revolutionary Committee, March 21, 1921)

The firll story at hzst, of the 1921 events. The first prolemrian uprising against the
bureaucracy. Contains hitherto unavailable documents and a full bibliography, with

BLACK ROSE BOOKS
l 3934 rue St. Urbain, Montreal 131, Canada
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$1.75 with postage



Read FALLING APART
FALLING APART is published once a month. It is written and produced by people who
live. go to work and school in New York City. We think we need a paper in which
people like us can express how we feel about what‘: happening in New York, in the
USA, in the world today, and what we think we can do about it. The big press

of relying on the official press, t.v. and radio for misinformation about what's going
on. We are tired of relying on politicians, union bosses and corporation leaders to
straighten out the mess that they are making. We are tired of being divided and
ruled through antagonisms between races. nationalities, ages, sexes, jobs and lack
of them. We have to straighten out the mess that our leaders have made. Falling
apart os what everything is doing. We have to get together to build a new and
better world.

FALLING APART needs your help in every way. We want your criticisms, your writing
your cooperation in producing and deciding what is produced. We need any contribu-
tions of money, stamps, and other useful items. Please send for bulk orders, try
to distribute wherever you can, at worl, in your community, to bookstores and news-
stands. Wherever you go in anywhere that sells papers and magazines, ask for
FALLING APART, FALLING APART is 25¢ per issue, 35¢ outside NYC, $3.00 for a
year subscription (12 issues). Bulk rates are 20¢ for five or more and 15¢ for
twenty iove or more.

Write to: FALLING APART
P,O. Box 282
Kingsgridge Station
Broadway 5| 230th Street
Bronx, New York 10463

HAWK FALLING APART
You can get copies of FALLING APART to hawk on consignment

The first issue includes articles on Co—Op City, The Cultural Revolution in Italy‘s
Factories, Staten Island, a Strike at Westinghouse, Secretaries, Sabotage in the
Home, and several others.

prints the news that's fit to print. We want to print What‘! hflflpflfliflq. We are fl-fed
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ROSE
BOOKS announces the distribution of

THE BOLSHEVIKS and WORKERS’ CONTROL by Maurice Brinton

Workers’ control is again widely talked about. This publication has two aims. it
seeks to contribute new factual material to the current discussion on workers’
control. And it attempts a new kind of analysis of the fate of the Russian Revo-
lution. The two objectives, as will be shown, are inter-related.

$1.75 with postage
BLACK ROSE BOOKS *

3934 me St. Urbain, Montréal 131, Canada
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